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!  (4S) ! BB events. We selet events with a D
()
meson and a light lepton (e or ) reoiling against a fully-reonstruted B
meson. We perform a t to the lepton spetrum and missing mass squared to













events is inluded in the t to estimate
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) =
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deays with ` = e;  and X

a harmed meson
(either D or D

) are among the most ommon and most thoroughly studied B
meson deays. Similar proesses involving  leptons, however, have only been
observed inlusively | the X

system has not been speially identied.
The fat that these exlusive deays have never been observed is rather
surprising, given that their branhing frations are expeted to be of order
10
 2
; B meson deays with branhing frations 10
4











is diÆult beause the  is too short-lived to be observed diretly and beause
at least two (and often three) neutrinos are produed in a signal event. The
missing four-momentum arried o by the neutrinos makes reonstrution of
signal events very diÆult.
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Theoretial preditions for these modes in the Standard Model have a good







both from experimental measurements [2, 3℄ and from theoretial studies [4℄.
For ` = e; , where the lepton mass is essentially negligible, there is one form

















one additional form fator, due to the large  mass, enters the amplitude for
eah mode. These additional form fators, however, an be related to the
others using Heavy Quark Eetive Theory (HQET) [5℄.














































1.1 Organization of this Doument
In the remainder of this introdution (Chapter 1), we present a summary






, and we give
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an overview of our analysis. Chapter 2 presents a theoretial treatment of
semitauoni B deays. In Chapter 3 we introdue the BABAR experiment.
Chapter 4 desribes the data and Monte Carlo samples used in this analysis,
while Chapter 5 desribes qualitatively the most important bakground pro-
esses and our overall strategy to minimize their impat on our measurement.
Chapter 6 douments our signal seletion riteria, and Chapter 7 presents a
number of studies we have done to test the validity of our Monte Carlo sim-
ulation within the ontext of this analysis. In Chapter 8 we introdue the t
we use to extrat a signal from our event sample, and in Chapter 9 we disuss
validation of the t. In Chapter 10 we show how we extrat the branhing
frations from the t results. In Chapters 11 and 12, we disuss orretions
to the Monte Carlo and systemati errors. We show the t to the data in
Chapter 13 and summarize our results in Chapter 14.
1.2 Standard Model Preditions







Figure 1.1, and preditions for semitauoni deay branhing frations [6, 7℄ are














. The preditions for the exlusive B
0
modes are taken
from [6℄, where the errors are based on the form fator model used; the
preditions for the B
 
modes are based on the quoted B
0
results, imposing




lifetime ratio in [10℄. The predition
for the inlusive mode is taken from Ref. [7℄, and the dominant unertainty







. See Chapter 2 for further details on these alulations and their
errors.


















































are expeted to be about 0:7%
and 1:4%, somewhat smaller than the dominant B ! X

` deays, B ! D`
and B ! D

`, whih have branhing frations of approximately 2% and 5%,
respetively [10℄. These would still be, however, among the largest B meson







 whih have branhing frations between 0:3 and 1:3%,




























have not yet been observed.





formed by ALEPH [11℄, L3 [12, 13℄, and OPAL [14℄, yielding an average mea-
surement of (2:48  0:26)% [10℄. These measurements are not inonsistent
with the predition of Falk et al. [7℄, but it must be noted that the alulation
is for the inlusive B meson branhing fration, while the LEP experiments
measure the inlusive b quark branhing fration; the experimental result also
inludes ontributions from B
s
mesons and b baryons. The ALEPH ollabora-





with a branhing fration (0:88  0:31  0:28)%; this is onsistent with the
preditions of Korner and Shuler [9℄. The branhing frations measured by
the various LEP experiments are summarized in Table 1.2 and in Figure 1.2.
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Table 1.2: Semitauoni branhing frations measured at LEP. The errors
given are statistial and systemati, respetively. The two L3 measurements
use dierent experimental tehniques.





ALEPH [11℄ 2:43 0:20 0:25
L3 [12℄ 1:7 0:4 1:1
L3 [13℄ 2:4 0:7 0:8
OPAL [14℄ 2:78 0:18 0:51





X ALEPH [11℄ 0:88 0:31 0:28
) (%)ντ X→BF(b















These measurements all rely on the jet-like b deays at the Z
0
resonane.
Beause the two b jets appear bak-to-bak, the missing energy due to the neu-
trinos will be spatially orrelated with one of the jets. A b-tagging algorithm
is used on the opposite jet to distinguish Z
0
! bb events from other Z
0
! jj
events. The results of the ALEPH study are shown in Figure 1.3.
1.4 Sensitivity to New Physis
One of the most ompelling reasons to searh for the exlusive modes is




proess an be mediated by an H

instead of a W

(as in Figure 1.4), and,
sine the Higgs oupling is proportional to the partile masses, this eet may




is a spin-0 partile, the Higgs ontribution will be dierent










. The relative proportion
of D to D

may therefore dier (by a potentially large amount) from the SM
value. The branhing frations for the two modes depend on the harged Higgs
mass, m
H
, and on the ratio of vauum expetation values, tan . In partiular,



















sis [11℄. Points are data; histograms are simulation. Their E
miss
signal region

































pends on Q as seen in Figure 1.5 [15℄. The same behavior is seen in the D

modes and in the inlusive mode, but the eet is smaller in these ases.
Grossman, Haber, and Nir have used the inlusive b! X measurement
to plae a model independent onstraint on Q; they nd Q < 41 at the 2
level [16℄.







ussed by the SuperKEKB Physis Working Group [17℄. While their work
suggests that suh measurements require integrated luminosities greater than
1 ab
 1
































) as a funtion of Q in the
MSSM, with the standard model predition shown as a at band. The shaded
area orresponds to a 1 variation in the experimental measurement of the
B ! D form fator, whih is the dominant unertainty in the alulation. (a)
shows the total branhing fration ratio, while in (b), the denominator is only










dier from the standard model predition by up to a fator of two in either
diretion. Taken from Miura and Tanaka [15℄.
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is possible with B-fatory data samples available
today.
1.5 Methodology







and the lak of a  mass peak, we have designed very tight seletion riteria. By
imposing suh onstraints on signal andidates, we hope to redue, as muh as
possible, the ontamination due to misreonstruted or partially reonstruted
events.
The key to performing this analysis at BABAR is to use the so-alled
\semiexlusive B reonstrution" tehnique to fully reonstrut one B meson
in a hadroni nal state. This B
tag
sample inludes more than 1000 dierent




After fully reonstruting the B
tag
andidate, we reonstrut D
()
and 
andidates from the remaining partiles in the event. D
()
mesons are reon-
struted in a variety of hadroni modes, while  andidates are reonstruted






, in whih only the











Figure 1.6: Shemati view of a signal event.
A key part of the signature of a signal event is large missing four-momentum
due to the neutrinos. Our signal extration will be based largely on the missing
































and ` andidates, respetively. p

is the four-momentum of the  (4S), and is
determined by the olliding beam energies. A shemati view of a signal event
is shown in Figure 1.6.
Although working with the B
tag
sample results in a substantial redution
in the number of events, the fully reonstruted B
tag
meson provides powerful







event is known, we an use the reonstruted four momentum of the B
tag
meson to infer the four momentum of the signal B meson, whose diretion
would otherwise be unknown. A seond advantage to the B
tag
sample is that
we an aount for all of the visible partiles in the event, allowing us to rejet
bakground events in whih partiles other than neutrinos may have been lost;
these events have large m
2
miss
and make signal extration diÆult. We an also
rejet events in whih the total visible harge is not zero; these events have
neessarily lost partiles and must have been misreonstruted.
While semiexlusive B reonstrution selets a relatively impure sample of
B mesons (see, e.g., Figure 6.1), the additional seletion on the reoil side of
the event leans up this sample dramatially (see Figure 6.3).
The use of m
2
miss
as a signal disriminant has one further advantage: we













. These bakground events only have a single
neutrino in the nal state, so they will have m
2
miss
= 0. This allows us to























) in suh a way that many of the
systemati errors anel. We an then normalize these measurements to the















Semiexlusive B reonstrution at BABAR has an eÆieny of approxi-
mately 0.2%. If we assume a signal eÆieny of approximately 30% | these
are high-multipliity modes and we will need tight uts to suppress bakground
| and that the branhing fration of D
()
deays to reonstrutible modes is
20%, then we expet, in the Run 1{4 BABAR data sample, roughly
N
exp
= L  
BB
 B(B ! D)  B(D
()





 1:1 nb  7 10
 3
 0:2  0:35  2 10
 3
 0:3 ; (1.2)











If the eetive signal-to-bakground ratio is not muh worse than 1:2, then this
amounts to a 5  disovery for both of these modes.
















by a fator of 3 (for D

, a fator of 4), and these bakgrounds are








). We therefore expet these bak-











events (ounting both e and ). Control of these bakgrounds is
therefore a ritial requirement of this measurement.
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1.6 Notation and Conventions
 Throughout this paper, the term \semileptoni" will refer exlusively to
deays to the light leptons, e and ; \semitauoni" will refer to deays
involving  . More generally, the word \lepton" and the symbol ` will
almost always refer to e and . The only exeption to this will be
Chapter 2, where we will use ` to refer to all three harged leptons, and
we will expliitly dierentiate between the light and heavy leptons where
appropriate.
 The term \tagged" will always refer to the B meson identied by the
semiexlusive B reonstrution algorithm desribed below. The other B
will be referred to as \signal," or, when it is expliitly not a signal event,
as \reoil."
 Beause we an work in the rest frame of the signal B meson, we denote




without an asterisk are measured in the lab frame, and we will expliitly
mention any use of the  (4S) enter-of-mass frame.




 Crossfeed between signal and signal-like modes play an important role
in this analysis. Beause of this, we need to dierentiate between or-
























represents feed-down in whih the D
0
is misreon-
struted as a D
0
.
 Throughout this doument, we will use the symbol D

to refer inlu-
sively to both the broad and narrow D







Theory of Semileptoni B
Deays to  Leptons
Theoretial investigations of semileptoni B deays to nal states with a 
lepton have foused on possible onstraints these proesses ould provide on
models with an extended Higgs setor. In suh models, a harged Higgs boson
in the intermediate state produes an additional amplitude that interferes
with the usual W -mediated deay. The large mass of the  lepton greatly
enhanes the sensitivity of the deay to the Higgs-mediated amplitude. In
ontrast to b ! s deays, in whih the SM deay is forbidden at tree level





an have sensitivity to new physis even at tree level.
As a baseline, it is important to understand the SM preditions for semilep-
toni deays involving a  lepton. We will briey introdue the formalism of
exlusive semileptoni deays in Setion 2.1, paying partiular attention to
17
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the details whih distinguish semitauoni deays from those involving light
leptons. In Setion 2.2, we present expressions for the SM dierential deay










, and in Setion 2.3, we disuss theo-
retial understanding of the form fators desribing the B ! D and B ! D

transitions. In Setion 2.4, we use a partiular form-fator model to predit
the distributions of several important kinemati and event-seletion variables,
and to ompare these distributions between the light leptons and the  leptons.
Finally, in Setion 2.5, we disuss possible non-Standard Model ontributions
to proesses involving  .
2.1 Formalism of Exlusive Semileptoni De-
ays







is shown in Figure 1.1. In this diagram, the light antiquark
q an be either a u, in whih ase the diagram shows a B
 
deay, or a d, in
whih ase the deaying meson is a B
0
, and the q system an hadronize as










). The same diagram
an also be used to desribe semileptoni deays to the light leptons, simply
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2.1.1 Deay Kinematis










deay. One of these
variables is q
2

















whih is also equal to the squared mass of the virtual W
 
. The remaining
variables are deay angles whih are dened in Figure 2.1. 
`
is the polar
angle between the harged lepton momentum and the diretion opposite the B
meson momentum, as measured in the rest frame of the virtualW
 
, and is used












is the polar angle
between theD momentum and the diretion opposite the B meson momentum,
measured in the rest frame of the D














both of whih are only







The momentum transfer q
2
is linearly related to another frequently-used



























as shorthand here; in D

deays to D, the denitions
of these variables are unhanged.
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, and . The angle 
`
is










deays, while the other two






ase. The lepton and neutrino





is measured. Similarly, the D and the  are shown in the D

rest
frame, where the angle 
V





deay planes, and is illustrated in the rest frame of
the B meson.
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This variable is partiularly useful in HQET expressions for the form fators
(see Setion 2.3) due to the fat that it is more natural to work with veloities
than momenta in HQET.
Another variable related to q
2












The CLN model (also disussed in Setion 2.3), whih we use to desribe both













form fators as funtions of z rather than of w. Beause the allowed range of z






deays, while w varies from 1 to  1:6), the Taylor-series expansion of the
form fators is more eÆient when performed as a funtion of z with respet
to w.
2.1.2 Deay Amplitude
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where the operator Q annihilates the quark Q (or reates

Q) and the W


























The last expression for the propagator is appropriate when the energies are
muh less than M
W





priate to the ase in whih a W
 




); if a W
+
were











), but the absolute magnitude is taken in the end in any ase. We






























































We an use Lorentz invariane to onstrut the hadroni urrent from the
available four-vetors, whih are momenta and spin-polarization vetors. The
Lorentz vetor or axial-vetor quantities thus formed have Lorentz-invariant
22
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oeÆients (form fators) that are funtions of q
2
. We will onsider two main
lasses of exlusive semileptoni deay: P ! P
0
`, where both P and P
0
are
pseudosalar partiles, and P ! V `, where V is a vetor partile.
2.1.3 Hadroni urrent for B ! D




q)` deay, there are only two independent
four vetors, whih we an take to be p+ p
0
and q = p  p
0
: For these quantum
numbers, the hadroni urrentH

has no ontribution from the matrix element






































) are the form fators desribing
the P ! P
0
transition.
For the ases ` = e and ` = , this expression for the urrent simplies,
beause the terms proportional to q

are negligible, both here and for the ase






= 0, where L

is the













, we must keep the
additional form fator.
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2.1.4 Hadroni urrent for B ! D







, where V is a vetor meson, eah term
in the urrent must be linear in the polarization vetor, ", of the vetor meson
(atually, the omplex onjugate is used sine V is an outgoing partile). The
































































































































), and V (q
2
) are the
independent form fators desribing the P ! V transition. Again, terms
proportional to q

only play an important role for the ase ` =  , so that
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2.2 Dierential Deay Rate Formulae
Korner and Shuler [9℄ have alulated dierential deay rates for the pro-










inluding lepton mass eets, making
these distributions appliable both to the light leptons and to the  ase.
We begin by projeting the form fators onto a heliity basis to obtain a
set of heliity form fators H
i
. We an then express the hadroni urrents in
terms of these heliity form fators and an therefore express the deay rate,
whih goes like jMj
2




, eah of whih is
a quadrati funtion of the H
i
.
























































is the momentum of the virtualW
 
in the rest frame of the B meson.
The subsripts 0 and t refer to the longitudinal and transverse polarization
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where the subsripts L, S, and SL refer to longitudinal, salar, and salar-
longitudinal interferene, and desribe the angular dependene of eah term
in the total deay rate.
















































































In the limit m
`
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For the B ! D

transition, Korner and Shuler use a dierent normaliza-
tion onvention for the form fators. Their form fators F
i
are related to the














































































and, in terms of these F
i























































































































are dened as in Equations 2.14{2.16 (although




have hanged), and we now introdue additional
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where the subsripts desribe the angular dependene of eah term, and in-
diate unpolarized-transverse, parity-odd, transverse interferene, transverse-
longitudinal interferene, parity asymmetri, and salar-transverse interferene
terms, respetively.
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In the limit m
`















































































































whih is the standard formula for massless leptons.
2.3 Form Fator Preditions
The disussion so far has been ompletely general: the deomposition of
the hadroni urrents in Equations 2.9 and 2.10 is model-independent, and
the dierential deay rates in Equations 2.17 and 2.32 follow immediately
from this deomposition and the Dira nature of the fermions. Within the
Standard Model, the only unknown quantities are therefore jV
b
j and the form
fators; jV
b
j sets the overall normalization, while the form fators desribe
30
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the dynamis of the deay proess. Beause the form fators parameterize
the hadronization of quarks into mesons, a non-perturbative QCD proess,
alulating them is a diÆult problem whih has been approahed theoretially
in a number of dierent ways.
Calulations of the form fators typially break the problem into two piees:








alulation of the q
2






system is least disturbed, whih makes alulations at this point relatively easy.
The variation of the form fators as funtions of q
2
is typially assumed to have
a very simple form.
One older approah, used in the ISGW model [20℄, is to assume an expo-













where C is a normalization onstant and a is a parameter related to the me-
son size. Another approah, used in the WSB [19℄ and KS [9℄ models is the
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where n is either 1 or 2, depending on the form fator involved, andm
pole
is the
mass of a Qq
0
meson with the quark ontent and quantum numbers determined
by the underlying transition; for the b !  transition in B ! D
()
, it would
be the mass of the B

meson, approximately 6:3 GeV=
2
.
2.3.1 Heavy Quark Eetive Theory
The development of Heavy Quark Symmetry and Heavy Quark Eetive
Theory [5℄ has led to improvements in the preision of form fator preditions.
In the heavy-quark limit m
b
! 1 and m

! 1, the form fators are
easy to alulate. We rst introdue the HQET parameterization of the form
fators, whih are written in terms of four-veloities (w  v  v
0
) rather than
momenta (q  p   p
0
). As before, the struture of the urrents is ompletely
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The HQET form fators h
i


































































































































































































(w) = 0 (2.45)
















(0) = 1 : (2.46)
This an easily be understood by onsidering the situation in the rest frame
of the deaying B meson. The b quark is innitely massive and so is at rest
33
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in this frame; it deays to an innitely-massive  quark whih, for w = 0, is
also at rest in the B rest frame. The light degrees of freedom, the q and the
gluons, see no hange in the olor eld after the b !  transition, and their
wavefuntion remains undisturbed.
In the heavy-quark limit, the w dependene of these form fators is iden-











(w) = (w) ; (2.47)
where (w) is alled the Isgur-Wise funtion [25℄.
When the b and  quark masses beome nite, these form fators are no
longer equal to (w) or to eah other. The Isgur-Wise funtion is sometimes
expanded as a Taylor series about the zero-reoil point; a linear form whih
has been used extensively is
(w) = 1  
2
(w   1) +O[(w   1)
2
℄ : (2.48)
HQET is an eetive eld theory whih allows us to alulate deviations











is an energy sale typial of QCD proesses, and is of the order
of 200 MeV.
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2.3.2 The CLN Form Fator Model
Caprini, Lellouh, and Neubert (CLN) have alulated the form fators [21℄
desribing B ! D
()
transitions using dispersion relations. This model of the
form fators makes use of heavy-quark symmetry and HQET, and laims to
desribe the semileptoni form fators with an auray better than 2%. We


















), as a Taylor se-
ries expansion in z (dened in Equation 2.3), where the terms in the expansion























is an externally-determined slope parameter desribing the form










(w), but these HQET form fators are related


























The remaining form fators an be expressed in terms of these referene form
fators as Taylor series expansions in (w   1), where, again, the terms in the
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are parameters whih an be determined experimentally.
2.4 Kinemati Distributions of Semileptoni
Deays











in the CLN model have
been measured experimentally [44, 3℄. Figures 2.2{2.15 show distributions of






, both for deays involving light
leptons and those involving  .
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)4/c2 (GeV2q


















the CLN form fator model with experimentally-measured shape parameters.
The distributions are normalized to equal areas.
We see that the q
2
distribution for signal proesses is muh harder than
the distribution for the light leptons, and that, even though the  lepton is
produed with a harder spetrum than the orresponding light-lepton modes,
the energy spetrum of the observable seondary lepton is atually muh softer.
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)4/c2 (GeV2q























in the CLN form fator model with experimentally-measured shape parame-
ters. The distributions are normalized to equal areas.
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 (GeV)lepE

















the CLN form fator model with experimentally-measured shape parameters.
The three urves show the distributions of the `
 











deays (red), and the seondary lepton




deays (blue), all measured in the rest frame of the B
meson. The distributions are normalized to equal areas.
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 (GeV)lepE





















the CLN form fator model with experimentally-measured shape parameters.
The three urves show the distributions of the `
 















deays (red), and the seondary lepton






deays (blue), all measured in the rest frame of the B
meson. The distributions are normalized to equal areas.
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in the CLN form fator
model with experimentally-measured shape parameters. The distribution for




is a delta funtion at zero.
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in the CLN form fator
model with experimentally-measured shape parameters. The distribution for






is a delta funtion at zero.
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)lθcos(







Figure 2.8: os 
`









form fator model with experimentally-measured shape parameters. The three
urves show the distributions of os 
`












deays (red), and os 
`
for the seondary lepton













, as expeted from Equation 2.18, and that the os 
`




is largely attened out when the 
 
deays. The distributions are normalized to equal areas.
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Figure 2.9: os 
`













CLN form fator model with experimentally-measured shape parameters. The
three urves show the distributions of os 
`

















deays (red), and os 
`
for the seondary






deays (blue). The distributions are normalized to
equal areas.
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in the CLN form fator model with





, where the energy is measured in the rest frame of the B meson.
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in the CLN form fator model with





, where the energy is measured in the rest frame of the B meson.
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in the CLN form fator model with





, where the energy is measured in the rest frame of the B meson.
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in the CLN form fator model





, where the energy is measured in the rest frame of the B meson.
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in the CLN form fator





, where the energy is that of the seondary lepton and is
measured in the rest frame of the B meson.
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in the CLN form fator





, where the energy is that of the seondary lepton and is
measured in the rest frame of the B meson.
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2.5 Non-Standard Model Contributions
Many models of physis beyond the Standard Model predit the existene
of harged Higgs bosons H










exhange. As we pointed out in Chapter 1, the fat
that the Higgs boson ouples to the lepton mass means that that this proess,




















The SM inludes a single omplex Higgs doublet eld whih produes the
neutral salar Higgs boson H
0
. The simplest lass of extensions to the Higgs
setor of the SM are known as two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM), in whih
a seond doublet eld is added, giving rise to harged Higgs bosons. In one
partiular model, the Type-II 2HDM, one of the two Higgs doublets ouples
to the up-type quarks and generates their masses, while the seond doublet
ouples to the down-type quarks, although more general oupling shemes are
also possible. In the Type-II 2HDM, the eets of the harged Higgs boson









, the ratio of the vauum expetation values of
the two Higgs elds.
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Supersymmetri models also require the existene of multiple Higgs elds
and make preditions similar to 2HDM at tree level, but higher order orre-
tions due to gluino-squark loops and neutralino-squark loops an be signi-
ant. These eets an be absorbed into the denition of tan, however, so
that results obtained in the Type-II 2HDM are qualitatively still valid [26℄.
In a Type-II 2HDM, the interation Lagrangian between the harged Higgs












































are diagonal quark and lepton mass matries, and V
ij
is the CKM quark mixing











, and the eet of the H

is more signiant for heavy leptons and for large tan.






in a 2HDM [8℄. Plots of the branhing
frations and  polarization are shown in Figures 2.16{2.19. These gures




is more sensitive to new






. The  polarization promises
even greater sensitivity, but this quantity is not aessible in our measure-
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in a 2HDM. The
branhing ratio is shown as a funtion of the harged Higgs mass for various
values of tan, inluding the Standard Model predition. The blue bands
indiate the unertainties due to the form fators. Taken from [8℄.
ment. Chen and Geng [6℄ make similar preditions, and also nd that the
lepton forward-bakward asymmetry an be very sensitive to a harged Higgs
ontribution, although this asymmetry is not urrently aessible either.
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in a 2HDM. The
branhing ratio is shown only for longitudinally polarized D

mesons sine the
Higgs boson does not ontribute to the amplitude to the transverse polarization
states. The branhing ratio is shown as a funtion of the harged Higgs mass
for various values of tan, inluding the Standard Model predition. The
blue bands indiate the unertainties due to the form fators. Compared to
Figure 2.16, we see that the Higgs ontribution is muh smaller. Taken from [8℄.
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in a 2HDM. The polarization
is shown as a funtion of the harged Higgs mass for various values of tan,
inluding the Standard Model predition. The blue bands indiate the uner-
tainties due to the form fators. Compared to Figures 2.16 and 2.17, we see
that the polarization an be a muh more sensitive probe of new physis than
the branhing frations. Taken from [8℄.
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in a 2HDM. The polarization
is shown as a funtion of the harged Higgs mass for various values of tan,
inluding the Standard Model predition. The blue bands indiate the uner-
tainties due to the form fators. Compared to Figures 2.16 and 2.17, we see
that the polarization an be a muh more sensitive probe of new physis than




The data used in this dissertation were olleted with the BABAR detetor
at the PEP-II asymmetri-energy storage rings loated at the Stanford Lin-
ear Aelerator Center. The layout of the aelerator and detetor is shown
shematially in Figure 3.1.
3.1 The PEP-II B Fatory
The PEP-II B Fatory is an eletron-positron ollider whih typially op-
erates at a enter-of-mass energy
p
s = 10:58 GeV. This energy is hosen
beause it orresponds to the mass of the  (4S) resonane, a bb bound state













!  (4S) proess is approximately 1:1 nb and
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Figure 3.1: Layout of the SLAC linear aelerator, PEP-II storage rings, and
BABAR detetor.
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, so that the
B Fatory produes approximately ten BB pairs per seond.
The mass of the  (4S) resonane, 10:58 GeV=
2
, is only slightly larger than




. As a onsequene,
B mesons from  (4S)! BB are produed nearly at rest in the enter-of-mass
frame of the  (4S). This allows us to use two powerful kinemati variables to


















are the momentum and energy, respetively, of a B meson
andidate in the  (4S) rest frame. For orretly reonstruted B mesons, m
ES
peaks at the B mass and E peaks at zero.
An additional benet of working at the  (4S) is that there is not enough
energy available to produe any hadroni system beyond the BB pair. The
lightest hadron, the neutral pion, has a mass of 135 MeV=
2
, whih is too
heavy to be produed via  (4S) ! BB
0
. This means that, in a BB event,
all observed hadrons must be deay produts of one of the two B mesons in
the event, a fat whih is partiularly important in this analysis, where we
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will fully reonstrut one of the two B mesons and then assoiate all of the
remaining partiles to the seond B meson.
PEP-II is an asymmetri ollider | the eletron beam has an energy of
9 GeV, while the positron beam has an energy of 3:1 GeV. The  (4S) mesons
are thus produed with a Lorentz boost of approximately 0:55. Sine the B
mesons are nearly at rest in the  (4S) frame, they are produed with a similar
boost in the laboratory frame.
3.2 The BABAR Detetor
BABAR is a general purpose partile detetor surrounding the interation
region of PEP-II. The detetor is nearly hermeti, overing approximately




enter-of-mass frame. Figures 3.2 and
3.3 show the layout of the BABAR detetor. Five major detetor subsystems
make up BABAR: a silion vertex traker (SVT) and a gas-based drift ham-
ber (DCH) for harged trak reonstrution, a Cherenkov radidation detetor
(DIRC) for harged partile identiation, a sintillating rystal alorimeter
(EMC) for photon reonstrution and eletron identiation, and an instru-
mented ux return (IFR) for muon and neutral hadron identiation. The
SVT, DCH, DIRC, and EMC are loated inside the eld of a 1.5 T superon-
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duting solenoid. These systems are desribed in more detail in the following
setions.
Beause PEP-II is an asymmetri ollider, the BABARdetetor is itself
asymmetri. The region where the two beams ollide and where B mesons
are produed is o-enter in the detetor. The EMC has a forward endap
but no bakward endap, and the stando box for the DIRC and all of the
DCH eletronis are loated in the bakward diretion. This asymmetry is
designed to maximize the aeptane of the detetor in the rest frame of the
 (4S) deay produts while minimizing the amount of material in the ative
detetor volume.
3.2.1 Silion Vertex Traker
The SVT is a detetor designed to preisely reonstrut harged partile
trajetories near the interation region and to measure the position of partile
deay verties. It is the losest subdetetor to the interation region, and
onsists of ve onentri layers of double-sided silion strip detetors arranged
around the beam pipe as shown in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. Layer 1 has a minimum
radius of 32 mm, while Layer 4 has a radius of 114{144 mm. The three inner
layers are loated as lose to the beam pipe as pratial in order to maximize
the vertex resolution. The beam pipe, the SVT support struture, and the SVT
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Figure 3.2: Layout of the BABAR detetor, longitudinal ross-setion.
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Figure 3.3: Layout of the BABAR detetor, end view.
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Figure 3.4: End view of the SVT. The beam pipe radius is 27:8 mm. The
minimum radius of Layer 1 of the SVT is 32 mm, while the radius of Layer 5
is 114{144 mm.
detetors themselves have all been designed to be as lightweight as possible in
order to minimize eets due to multiple sattering.
The SVT is made up of 104 individual 300 m-thik silion wafer sensors
overing a total area of 0:96 m
2





strips on opposite sides, forming a PIN juntion. A
voltage of  40 V is applied aross the sensor, fully depleting the silion. When
a harged partile passes through the sensor, it reates eletron-hole pairs
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Figure 3.5: Side view of the SVT, showing the ve detetor layers and the
beam pipe. The lower half of the detetor is not shown.
whih are then olleted on the strips, a signal whih is read out eletronially
to provide a meaasurement of the partile's position. A minimum-ionizing
partile typially produes 24; 000 eletron-hole pairs, and the SVT readout
ontains about 150; 000 hannels.
The strips on opposite sides of the sensors run in perpendiular diretions:
strips parallel to the beam axis measure the azimuthal angle  and strips
perpendiular to the beam axis measure the position in z (the diretion along
the beam axis). The SVT an therefore measure the trajetory of harged
partiles traversing the detetor by reording  and z at eah point where the
trajetory rosses a silion wafer. The position resolution on eah of these hits
depends on the pith, the separation between readout strips, whih ranges
from 50 m in the inner layers to 210 m in the outer layers. The measured
hit resolution for partiles at normal inidene is 10{15 m in the inner layers
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and about 40 m in the outer layers. These hit resolutions result in a typial
resolution of the B meson vertex position of 60{100 m, depending on its
deay mode.
In addition to providing preise vertex measurements, the SVT is also be
used for stand-alone trak reonstrution of low momentum partiles. Charged
partiles with momentum transverse to the beam axis of p
T
> 100 MeV= an
be reonstruted with high eÆieny in the DCH, but, for lower momenta, the
trak urls in the magneti eld and does not reah the DCH. In this ase, the
measurements in the SVT alone are used to reonstrut the trak.
The amount of harge deposited in eah silion sensor is related to the
ionization energy loss dE=dx, whih an be used to measure the mass of the
harged partile and to disriminate between various partile hypotheses (e,
, , K, or p). While the DCH provides the primary measurement of dE=dx,
information from the SVT is used as well to aid in partile identiation.
3.2.2 Drift Chamber
The DCH is a gas-lled volume whose primary purpose is to detet the
ionization produed by harged partiles and to measure the momenta of the
partiles. The DCH also measures the energy loss dE=dx whih is used to
identify harged partiles, and, for very long-lived partiles whih deay outside
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the SVT (a K
0
S
, for example), the DCH provides a measurement of the deay
vertex position.
The hamber is a 280 m-long ylinder with an inner radius of 23:6 m and
an outer radius of 80:9 m. The hamber is lled with an 80 : 20 mixture of




). There are nearly 29; 000 wires in the hamber,
arranged in 7; 104 hexagonal ells in 40 ylindrial layers, eah parallel to (or
nearly so) the hamber axis. Eah ell ontains a gold-plated tungsten-rhenium
\sense" wire surrounded by six gold-plated aluminum \eld" wires. The sense
wires are held at a potntial of  +1900 V with respet to the eld wires.
The gas mixture and low-mass eld wires were hosen to minimize multiple
sattering.
When a harged partile passes through a DCH ell, it ionizes the gas
moleules. The resulting eletrons are aelerated towards the sense wire,
and, as they travel towards the wire, they ionize additional moleules, ausing
an avalanhe of seondary ionization that amplies the signal. These eletrons
are olleted on the sense wire and the resulting signal is then read out.
Position information in the z diretion is obtained by plaing the wires
in 24 of the 40 layers at small angles with respet to the z-axis. These are
referred to as \stereo" layers.
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= 0:13%  p
T
+ 0:45% ; (3.3)
where p
T
is expressed in GeV=.
The total ionization in eah drift ell is proportional to the energy lost
by the harged partile. The Bethe-Bloh equation relates this dE=dx to the














































are the lassial radius and mass of the eletron, N
A
is Avo-
gadro's number, Z and A are the atomi number and atomi mass of the ion-
ization medium, T
max
is the maximum kineti energy that an be imparted to a
free eletron in a single ollision, I is the mean exitation energy, and Æ() is a
density-eet orretion. Sine the Bethe-Bloh equation depends on veloity
and not momentum, dE=dx measurements an be ombined with momentum
measurements to disriminate between partiles with dierent masses. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows dE=dx vs. momentum for harged partiles passing through the
DCH with the Bethe-Bloh preditions overlaid.
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Figure 3.6: DCH dE=dx for partiles of dierent momenta. The Bethe-Bloh
predited urves are overlaid. Note that the measurement of dE=dx provides
exellent disrimination between pions and kaons up to about 700 MeV=.
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3.2.3 Detetor of Internally-Reeted Cherenkov Light
The DIRC is a harged-partile identiation system based on Cherenkov
light. When a harged partile passes through a medium faster than the speed
of light in that medium, it emits radiation in a onial pattern about the









where n is the index of refration of the medium and  is the veloity of the
partile. Beause this angle depends on veloity, we an use this angle to
disriminate between partiles with dierent masses by ombining this with
the momentum measured in the SVT and DCH.
In the DIRC, the Cherenkov radiatior onsists of 144 syntheti quartz
bars with index of refration n = 1:473. The bars, with retangular ross
setions and highly-polished surfaes, serve as light guides for the radiation
produed. Some of the light is totally internally reeted, preserving 

as the
light propagates along the bar sine the angle of inidene is preserved when
reeting o at parallel surfaes.
The layout of the DIRC is shown in Figure 3.7. The light is guided down
the quartz bars to the bakward end of the detetor where it is emitted into
the stando box. Typially 20{65 photons reah the stando box for eah
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Mirror
4.9 m





















Figure 3.7: Layout of the DIRC detetor, showing a harged partile pro-
duing Cherenkov light that is guided down quartz bars to the water-lled
stando box where it is reorded by photomultipliers tubes.
harged trak. The stando box is lled with 6000 liters of puried, deionized
water (n = 1:346), and, as the light from the bars propagates through the
water, the photons spread out to form irular ars. The photons are deteted
with an array of 10; 752 photomultiplier tubes whih are mounted on the far
end of the stando box.
By measuring these photons, 

an be reonstruted and the partile type
determined. The DIRC performane is omplementary to partile identi-
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ation using dE=dx in the SVT and DCH | dE=dx an eÆiently separate
kaons from pions below about 700 MeV=, while the DIRC was optimized to
perform at higher momenta, providing 4 kaon{pion separation at momenta
up to 3 GeV=.
3.2.4 Eletromagneti Calorimeter
The EMC is designed to eÆiently detet and measure the energy of ele-
tromagneti showers produed by photons and eletrons.
The EMC is made of an array of 6; 580 thallium-doped esium iodide rys-
tals, arranged in 56 azimuthal rings. The detetor is symmetri about the
beam axis, and the layout is shown in Figure 3.8.
When high-energy photons or eletrons arrive at the EMC rystals, an
eletromagneti shower develops. High-energy photons are onverted into




), while high-energy eletrons and positrons




). Both of these proesses require a
strong external eletri eld in order to our | the high-Z nulei of esium
and iodine provide suh a eld. The two proesses form a feedbak loop, so
that one inident high-energy partile is quikly onverted into a large num-
ber of low energy photons and eletrons. The energy arried by these shower
partiles is absorbed by the rystals, whih then ourese with a harateristi
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Figure 3.8: Side view of the EMC showing the arrangement of the 56 rystal
rings. The lower half of the detetor is not shown. All dimensions are in mm.
spetrum. This ouresene is measured by photodiodes attahed to the rear
faes of the rystals.
The EMC is over 96% eÆient for deteting photons with an energy greater









 1:9% ; (3.6)
where the energy E is expressed in GeV. The rst term is primarily due to
photon-ounting statistis and is dominant at low energies, while the seond
term arises from unertainties in sintillation light yield and alibration, and
is dominant at higher energies.
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Figure 3.9: Layout of the IFR.
3.2.5 Instrumented Flux Return
The ux of the 1.5 T magnet is returned through the hexagonal IFR sur-
rounding the solenoid oils. Sandwihed between setions of iron are ative
detetors to identify long-lived, deeply penetrating muons and to detet neu-
tral hadrons suh as the K
0
L
. The layout of the IFR is shown in Figure 3.9.
The ative detetors are resistive plate hambers onsisting of two highly
resistive athodes surrounding a 2 mm-thik hamber lled with a gas mixture
of 57% argon, 39% freon 134a, and 4% isobutane. A large voltage ( 8 kV) is
applied aross this gap. When a harged partile passes through the RPC, it
ionizes the gas and produes an avalane similar to what ours in the DCH.
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4.1 BABAR Data Samples
This analysis has been performed on the full Run 1{4 data sample olleted
by the BABAR detetor. These data onsist of 208:9 fb
 1
olleted at the  (4S)
resonane, and orrespond to 232 million BB pairs.
4.2 Simulated Event Samples
We use three types of Monte Carlo simulated events (MC) in this analysis:
 Generi BB events | in these events, both B mesons deay aording
to the default values set in the simulation.
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events | one B meson deays to a set of nal
states for whih the B
tag
reonstrution is very eÆient.
1
The seond B









, and the D
()
deays to a set of reonstrutible nal states. These
nal states orrespond to those listed in Setion 6.3.
 Semileptoni One B deays to the same B
tag
modes as used for the







these events, the label D

refers to a mixture of both the narrow and
broad D

resonanes and a nonresonant D
()
 state, using the same
D

mixture found in Generi MC. In all semileptoni samples, the D
()
mesons deay to a set of reonstrutible nal states, just as in Signal
MC.
2
The event yield in eah of the MC ategories is given in Table 4.1. The
MC samples are generated to simulate a variety of dierent onditions, in a
luminosity-weighted mixture, so that the samples losely reprodue the time
dependene of detetor performane and bakground onditions.
1



















, where the light hadroni system also inludes resonant
ontributions from the  and a
1
. The D mesons also deay to low-multipliity (2-, 3-, and
4-body) nal states.
2
We do not have a dediated sample of D

 MC, although suh deays are present in
the Generi sample. These events only make up 2{3% of (reonstruted) D

deays, and
the eets of this bakground will be treated as a systemati error later.
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MC events are generated and partile deay modeled using the EvtGen
pakage [27℄, and detetor simulation is performed BABAR's GEANT4-based
simulation [28℄.






are inluded in the default
deay table with prodution rates  1%, so that the generi sample ontains
both signal and bakground events in roughly orret (if we assume the SM
signal branhing frations) proportions.
We used approximately 640 fb
 1
of generi MC for designing and optimiz-
ing the event seletion riteria and for testing the signal-extration proedure.
The remaining 330 fb
 1
of generi MC was kept as a statistially independent
sample for validating the analysis, and was not used during the optimization
and t development. The signal and semileptoni samples were used for de-
veloping t shapes.
4.3 Semileptoni and Semitauoni DeayMod-
els
Three dierent deay models are used within EvtGen to model B deays
to semileptoni and semitauoni nal states. The same models are used for
these deays within the generi, signal, and semileptoni MC samples. All
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Table 4.1: Numbers of events and eetive luminosities for various MC event
types. All luminosities for signal and semileptoni MC are very approximate,
due to the unertainties on the B
tag
eÆieny in MC.






































































































models simulate nal state radiation, up to order 
2
EM









deays are modeled using the HQET form fators desribed
in Setion 2, where the form fators are parameterized as linear funtions of
(w   1). Events generated with this model use the entral values of the form
fators measured by the CLEO Collaboration [2℄:

2
= 0.92  0.16
R
1
= 1.18  0.32
R
2
= 0.72  0.23 .
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BABAR has reently performed an updated measurement of the B ! D

form fators [3℄ and obtained the values:

2
= 0.79  0.06
R
1
= 1.40  0.06
R
2
= 0.87  0.04 ,
whih are alulated using the same linear parameterization. The BABAR data,
however, better support the alternative CLN parameterization desribed in
Setion 2, and, in this sheme, the form fator values extrated are:

2
= 1.18  0.06
R
1
= 1.42  0.08
R
2
= 0.84  0.04 .
4.3.2 ISGW2 Model

















are generated using the ISGW2 model of Sora and Isgur [30℄.
4.3.3 Goity{Roberts Model






are generated using a modied
form of the model proposed by Goity and Roberts [31℄. The modiations,
desribed in the EvtGen doumentation [27℄, orret errors in the original






from the amplitude so
that only the nonresonant piee is modeled here.
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model in both Generi and Semileptoni MC is a mix-
ture of both resonant and nonresonant deay hannels, as desribed above. The
generated branhing frations of the various hannels are listed in Table 11.1 in
Setion 11.1, where we will also disuss reweighting these branhing frations




Table 5.1 presents a rst look at the signal and bakground yields in generi




, and ` andidates using loose
seletion riteria (this is the Vb reskim; see Se. 6.3), and we tabulate the
number of seleted events in eah D
()
hannel. We see that the signal-to-




and that a lot of
work must be done before the signal is evident. In this setion, we desribe
the various bakground soures and our strategies for dealing with them; these
strategies will be implemented in Setion 6 as our event seletion riteria. For
omparison, the event yields after the nal event seletion an be seen in
Table 6.2.
1
While this signal-to-bakground ratio is atually lower than the SM branhing frations
of 7{12 10
 3
, the fration of reonstrutible D and  deays is only about 10%, so a S=B
ratio of 5 10
 3
at this stage is, in fat, slightly better than a random sample of B deays.
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Table 5.1: Event yields from 640 fb
 1
of generi MC before seletion. Eah
row indiates the number of events of a spei generated type whih were
reonstruted in eah of the four signal hannels. For the purposes of this table,
\ombinatori" bakground ontains all deays other than the 14 speially
listed. \Signal" here inludes both orretly idented signal andidates and




) D, but does
not inlude rossfeed between harged and neutral B deays. Compare to
Table 6.2 (Setion 6.16), whih shows the event yields after the nal event
seletion.
Reonstrution Channel



























































































5; 650 3; 726 2; 800 2; 107






46; 989 27; 536 53; 057 38; 467






58; 548 37; 676 68; 060 50; 207
Combinatori 934; 912 712; 247 1; 058; 592 937; 939
Total signal 7; 284 4; 511 7; 287 5; 355
Total bakground 1; 206; 365 880; 943 1; 380; 828 1; 169; 269
S=B (10
 3
) 6:0 5:1 5:3 4:6
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reoils against a well-reonstruted B
tag
, and ombinatori
bakground, whih desribes all other bakground soures (this delineation
is already impliit in the onstrution of Table 5.1). Dierent tehniques are
required to suppress these bakgrounds and to estimate their ontamination of
the signal. We list the various bakground ategories here and briey desribe
our approah to them:






bakground, whih is omposed of







onstruted, partiularly with a non-zero missing mass, and












deays, in whih neither the harm meson nor the
lepton is fully reonstruted); and
 Combinatori bakground, whih an be further divided into:
{ Combinatori B
tag
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{ Combinatori D
()
bakground, where the signal-side D
()
an-
didate is inorretly reonstruted,
{ Fake ` bakground, where a hadron is misidentied as a lepton,
and





andidates are all orretly reonstruted, but the signal hypoth-




` + 3 is inorret. This ategory
inludes all soures of bakground not already mentioned, but it is
dominated by deays like B ! DD in whih one D meson deays
leptonially or semileptonially.







The semileptoni bakground is our most dangerous bakground; it has
the same nal state topology as our signal and a branhing fration roughly




nite resolution on this measurement means some events will leak into the
signal region. We an study this leakage in the simulation, and we will use
ontrol samples in data to validate the performane of the MC, giving us some
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, is problemati beause, in
addition to the fat that we have the wrong harm meson, the lost partile (or
partiles) tends to inrease m
2
miss
, ausing the andidate to look more signal-
like. These events are not partiularly problemati if the lost partile is a


, as these events tend to fail the onservation-of-harge requirement | at
least one other partile must be misreonstruted simultaneously in order to
do so. If the lost partile is neutral, either a 
0
or , we have no suh harge
onservation onstraint, and these bakrounds an be large.
Events whih have lost photons outside the EMC aeptane are, at some
level, irreduible, and this ontribution to the feed-down bakground must be
modeled by the simulation. A large fration of the feed-down bakground,
however, is due to events in whih one or more of the nal-state photons
interated in the alorimeter, but we did not reonstrut the orret andidate.
These events have neutral lusters remaining after the reonstrution of the
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5.2 Combinatori Bakground
At the loose event-seletion stage desribed above, events with one or more




, or ` andidates | dominate
our sample. These events will turn out to be relatively easy to suppress,
however. Our uts on partile identiation (PID), E and m
ES
on the tag
side, and m(D) (and, for D

andidates, Æm) on the signal side greatly redue
these bakgrounds.
Most of the remaining bakground is eliminated by our \total-ontainment"
requirements | that every partile in the event must be aounted for in our
reonstruted event andidate (see Se. 6.11 and 6.12).





reonstruted, usually due to the swapping of a single partile between the
two B mesons. If the momentum of the swapped partile is large enough,










deay, for instane), the andidate may pass our event seletion riteria
(although still suppressed relative to well-reonstruted events). In this ase,
nothing an be done to further rejet these events, so our signal extration
must take them into aount.
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One of two things an happen, depending on the harge of the partile












shapes used in the t take this resolution into aount.
If the partile is harged, however, both the B
tag
andidate and the D
()
andidate are reonstruted with the wrong harge. One omponent of the t
is dediated to modeling this harge-rossfeed ontribution (Se. 8.2).
Two-body B Deays
B deays to one harmed meson and one light hadron, suh as B ! D
and B ! D are a signiant soure of ombinatori  (4S) bakground, usu-
ally beause a 

trak is misidentied as a muon. These deays are easily
distinguished from semileptoni and semitauoni deays by their missing mo-
mentum; these events have nearly zero missing momentum, while a typial
neutrino from a semileptoni event arries o several hundred MeV of mo-
mentum.
Most of the remaining ombinatori  (4S) bakground omes from B de-










events produe a fake signal when one of the harmed mesons deays semilep-
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Events with either D ! K















) are usually easy















Events with either a K
0
L
or multiple neutrinos lost are espeially problem-
ati beause they will inrease m
2
miss
and tend to look like our signal.









, whih is equivalent
to the momentum of the D
()
in the signal B rest frame. Two-body B deays
have very high D
()
momentum and very low q
2
, whih distinguish them from
our signal.
5.3 Feed-down and Feed-up
Feed-down bakround ours when the soft transition partile ( or )




deay is lost, so that we do not fully reonstrut the
X

system. Beause this bakground is unavoidable, we treat these events











) as well as semileptoni
feed-down, and, in fat, signal feed-down will be a signiant ontribution to
our total signal yield.
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Feed-up bakground, when a true D meson is ombined with a  or 
0
to
reate a fake D

, exists as a subset of the ombinatori D

bakground, both
for signal and semileptoni events. While this bakground is muh smaller
than feed-down (it's easier to lose a partile than to nd a fake partile with






This setion presents the event seletion for the analysis. Setions 6.2 and
6.3 desribe the skimming stages of the analysis. After the skims, we apply
uts on the B
tag
andidate (Se. 6.4) and partile identiation on the reoil
(Se. 6.5 and 6.6). We reonstrut omposite partiles on the reoil (Se. 6.7)
and perform a kinemati/vertex t to the full event andidate (Se. 6.8).
Events are required to have large missing momentum (Se. 6.9) and large
q
2
(Se. 6.10). As desribed in Setion 5, these uts are designed to rejet
ombinatori bakgrounds and misidentied partiles.
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Two uts are used to rejet events with leftover partiles visible in the
BABAR detetor, one on the number of harged traks remaining (Se. 6.11)
and one on the total energy of all neutral lusters remaining (Se. 6.12).
In events with more than one signal andidate reonstruted, we hoose a
single andidate as desribed in Setion 6.13.
Many of the seletion riteria presented here are expeted to have the same






events, and so unertainties in these eÆienies anel in the ratio. Never-
theless, where possible, distributions of these event-seletion variables will be
heked in ontrol samples in data; see Setion 7.
Most of the seletion riteria desribed here, inluding the requirements
on m
ES
, partile identiation, and invariant masses, have been optimized
to maximize S=
p
S +B, given the SM preditions for the signal branhing
frations. In optimizing eah ut, all of the other uts have been applied.
The E requirement was initially optimized in the same way, but was later
made tighter when it beame lear that events in the E tails ontributed to
biases in the signal extration; the nal seletion is a ompromise between the
statistial S=
p
S +B optimization and the systemati eets due to this bias.
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6.2 BSemiExl Skim
The details of the semiexlusive B reonstrution algorithm are presented
in Ref. [32℄. For our purposes, it is suÆient to mention that the algorithm
extends the standard BABAR Composition Tools to searh for B ! D
()
Y ,
where the Y system is a Q = 1 ombination of , 
0




andidates are onstruted by reursively adding partiles to and removing
them from the Y system, and are identied by uts on m
ES
and E.
The algorithm is semiexlusive in the sense that these hadrons are not
onstrained to any intermediate resonane states. Beause of this, the yield
is signiantly higher than exlusive B reonstrution. At the same time,
however, the impurity | the fration of events passing the BReo uts that
are not true B mesons | is also muh larger.
The purity of a sample of B
tag
andidates an be measured by tting the
m
ES
distribution to the sum of a Crystal Ball funtion [33℄ representing or-
retly reonstruted B mesons and an ARGUS funtion [34℄ modeling the
bakground. The purity is then extrated as the ratio of the number of events
in the signal peak to the total number of events, and is alulated in the
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The purity varies widely among dierent reonstrution modes (there are
1114 modes, orresponding to dierent D
()
modes and dierent ongurations
of the Y

system), and so the measured purity of the various modes an be
used as a seletion riteria for B
tag
andidates. Additionally, modes with
similar purity are grouped together to dene three broad ategories: dirty,
neat, and lean, with purities in the intervals [0:08{0:5℄,[0:5{0:8℄, and [0:8{
1:0℄, respetively.
1
Figure 6.1 shows the m
ES
and E distributions of B
tag
andidates within the three ategories. This analysis does not treat the three
ategories separately.
The BSemiExl skim performs the semiexlusive B reonstrution and
stores all B
tag
andidates passing a minimal purity ut (eah mode is required
to have a purity greater than 8{10%, see [35℄) as persisted andidates within
the CM2 framework. This skim is part of the entralized BABAR skim produ-
tion.
1
Tehnially, these ategories are dened by uts on both the purity and the integrated
purity, where the latter is the purity summed over all modes in the ategory, weighted
aording to their abundanes in data. Clean and Neat are dened with the uts given
above applied to the integrated purity; Dirty is required to have an integrated purity less




Well, to be ompletely aurate, the minimal single-mode purity allowed for Dirty atu-









it is at 9%, and for D
 
, 10%. More details on
this an be found in Ref. [35℄.
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)2 (GeV/cESm










































































































and E distributions for the BSemiExl skim, shown in the
(a) Clean, (b) Neat, and () Dirty ategories as desribed in the text. The
omplete Run 1 data sample is shown; m
ES
plots are shown after jEj <
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6.3 Vb Reskim
Events passing the BSemiExl skim are then analyzed with a privately-run








These uts are designed to minimize CPU usage downstream, and should be
ompletely eÆient for well-reonstruted signal events | the highest multi-
pliity events we selet ontain 14 harged traks and 12 neutrals.
We reonstrut D and D

mesons for the signal-side B meson in the fol-
lowing modes, given with their PDG branhing frations:
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smaller by a fator of 0:692. The total branhing frations reet this fator.










andidates are taken from the ChargedTraks, KL-
HVeryLoose, KsDefault, and pi0AllDefault lists, respetively. These re-










taken from the CalorNeutral list and must have a minimum energy of
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100 MeV. The detailed requirements for all of the standard lists an be
found in Appendix A.
 m(D) within 70 (100) MeV=
2




 130 < m(D








mesons are onstruted using four-vetor addition (vertexing
will be performed later).
We identify leptons using the PidLHEletrons, muMiroTight, muNNTight,
and muNNTightFakeRate seletors,
3
and we onstrut  (4S) andidates in


























where the modes with positively-harged leptons are inluded in a orrespond-
ing manner. The three daughters of the  (4S) andidate are required to be
mutually nonoverlapping. This  (4S) reonstrution allows us to dene four








We use three muon lists during the reskim to maintain exibility during the subsequent
analysis. We selet only one muon list (muMiroTight) in the nal seletion, as desribed
below.
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tags to allow for mixed events). Note that, as
dened here, eah hannel inludes both eletrons and muons. All subsequent
steps in the analysis treat the four hannels separately.
All  (4S) andidates reated are persisted with the Vb reskim, so that
the subsequent analysis ode does not need to rereate them. As mentioned
earlier, the reskim applies, by onstrution, muh looser seletion than will be




The remainder of this Setion desribes our nal event seletion applied
to the  (4S) andidates after the BSemiExl skim and the Vb reskim, as
desribed in Setion 6.1.
We require B
tag
andidates to have jEj < 72 MeV, orresponding to
4 about the nominal mean. Figure 6.2 shows the optimization the E ut.
From a purely statistial point of view, the optimal point would be between
80 and 100MeV. We nd, however, that for events in the range 72 < E <
100MeV, the B
tag




resolution. Therefore, we hoose a ut whih balanes the statistial
optimzation against systemati eets due to the dereased resolution.
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Figure 6.2: Optimization of the jEj ut, showing S
2
=(S + B) in 640 fb
 1







, and (d) D
+
hannels. The bumpiness of the urves is due to the limited
number of signal events in generi MC. The statistially optimal ut is quite
large, approximately 90MeV, although the nal ut on this variable, taking
into onsideration systemati eets, is at 72MeV.
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)2 (GeV/cESm











































































, and (d) D
+
hannels. These distributions are shown after





. Compared to Figure 6.1,
whih shows m
ES
distributions at the skim level, we note that the signal-side








shows distributions of m
ES
in generi MC after all other event seletion has
been applied. Compared to Figure 6.1, whih shows m
ES
distributions at the
skim level, we note that the signal-side seletion substantially improves the
purity on the tag side. Figure 6.4 shows the orresponding E distributions,
and, again, we note the improvement in purity with respet to the skim.
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Figure 6.4: Distributions of E from 640 fb
 1







, and (d) D
+
hannels. These distributions are shown
after all event seletion exept the ut on m
2
miss
(this seletion inludes the ut
jEj < 72 MeV). Compared to Figure 6.1, whih shows E distributions at
the skim level, we note that the signal-side seletion substantially improves
the purity on the tag side.
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6.5 Charged Partile Identiation
We use the following riteria for partile ID on the reoil:
 We use the PidLHEletrons seletor for e andidates.
 We use the muMiroTight seletor for  andidates.
 We use the KLHTight seletor for K

andidates.
 We use the PiLHLoose seletor for 

andidates. This requirement is















The denitions of these seletors an be found, along with a brief summary
of their performane, in Appendix A.
6.6 Lepton Identiation
In addition to the PID seletors, we require that ` andidates be found in
the GoodTraksLoose list and satisfy 0:4 < 
`
< 2:6 rad. The denition of
GoodTraksLoose an be found in Appendix A.
These uts ensure that the momentum of the ` andidate is well measured,
whih is essential to this analysis. Figure 6.5 shows the ` momentum resolu-
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tion as a funtion of polar angle; note the large biases near the edges of the
aeptane, whih are removed by this ut.
Finally, we require p > 300 MeV= for eletron andidates, to ensure that
the andidate has a well-measured energy in the EMC; without this ut, PID
performane is unreliable.
6.6.1 Bremsstrahlung Reovery





. At most one  from GoodPhotonLoose (see Appendix A
for the denition) is ombined with an e

andidate if it satises the following
riteria:










































are the angles of the entroid of the luster assoiated with the e

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electron polar angle (rad)












muon polar angle (rad)












Figure 6.5: Prole plot of lepton momentum resolution as a funtion of polar
angle in radians. Note the large biases in both lepton samples at the edges
of the aeptane region; positive numbers here indiate that the measured
momentum is lower than the true momentum.
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is the azimuthal angle of the e

andidate measured at the
losest approah to the beam spot.
For eletrons seleted by the bremsstrahlung reovery algorithm, the or-
reted momentum is used in plae of the original momentum throughout the
analysis.






daughters of D andidates ome from the pi0AllDefault list, with an











deay has a muh softer momentum spetrum than
a typial 
0
from D deay, 
0
s






pi0VeryLoose list. This list is more eÆient for low-momentum pions. We do
not apply the tight mass window mentioned above beause the mass resolution
for low-momentum pions is worse than that of a typial 
0
.
The denition of both of these 
0
lists an be found in Appendix A.
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andidates are taken from the KsDefault list, with an additional mass




, orresponding to 3 about the tted mean.




For the nal analysis, we selet D mesons in a subset of the modes reon-
struted during the reskim, removing the modes with the lowest sensitivity.
In all modes, we t the D mass distribution and selet andidates within 4
of the tted mean.
For D





< 450MeV= in the enter-of-mass frame of the  (4S). We
t the Æm distribution and selet andidates within 4 of the tted mean.
The mass and Æm uts used in this analysis are tabulated in Setions B.1
and B.2.
6.8 Vertexing and Kinemati Fitting
All  (4S) andidates are retted before further onsideration. This t
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signal-side D
()




seondary benet of the t is the suppression of ombinatori bakgrounds for
whih the t often fails to onverge.
We use TreeFitter [38℄ to perform the t. TreeFitter applies a kinemati
onstraint on every deay present within the  (4S) andidate. A geometri
onstraint is plaed on the D deay vertex, the signal B deay vertex, the
B
tag
deay vertex, and the  (4S) deay vertex. The vertex onstraint on the
signal B meson assumes that the lepton is produed at the B deay vertex;
for signal events, this neglets the fat that the  lepton an travel before
deaying, although, given the small boost of  leptons in B deays,
4
the eet
of ignoring this impat parameter is negligible. The D meson on the signal
side is mass onstrained, as is the D

meson if there is one. A beam-spot
onstraint is applied to the  (4S) andidate and to the signal-side D

meson
if there is one. A beam-energy onstraint is applied to the  (4S) andidate.
4
In signal events, the  lepton travels a mean distane of 80  before deaying. The
mean impat parameter, the losest distane between the B deay vertex and the ` trak




is the angle between the  and ` ight
diretions | when the resulting ` trak is parallel to the  ight diretion, the lepton trak
points bak at the B vertex and the impat parameter is not distinguishable. The vertex
resolution in BABAR is typially of the order of 100 , larger than the mean lepton impat
parameter, and, given that the D meson also travels a distane of order 100 , inluding the
 ight in the t is not likely to hange things. Note that this argument only applies to the
one-prong  deay modes reonstruted here; if three-prong hannels were inluded, the 
vertex beomes reonstrutible, not just the impat parameter, possibly providing additional
disriminating power and, eventually, enabling studies of the  polarization, enhaning the
New Physis sensitivity.
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mesons and the B
tag
, maximizing the sensitivity of the kinemati t.


















require events to satisfy jp
miss
j > 200MeV=. This requirement preferentially
selets semileptoni and semitauoni events due to the presene of one or more



















































. This ut preferentially rejets ombinatori bakground from two-body
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ut is very eÆient, rejeting only 0:5%{1:5% of signal.
6.11 Extra Trak Veto
We rejet an  (4S) andidate if any good trak in the event is not used in
its reonstrution (see Setion C.1 for the denition of \good" traks). Suh
andidates must have been misreonstruted, and are likely to have unseen




Note that this requirement, oupled with the  (4S) hannels reonstruted
during the Vb reskim (Se. 6.3), implies that harge is onserved, i.e., that







, where the sum is taken over all good photons




, or ` andidate (see
Setion C.2 for the denition of \good" photons). A andidate event where a






event where the D
0
is reonstruted
and the soft 
0
is not, for instane) will tend to have a larger value of E
extra
than
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E
max
, where the value of E
max
is determined separately for eah of the four
signal hannels.
Figure 6.6 shows the optimization of the E
extra
ut. Distributions of E
extra
in generi MC are shown in Figure 6.7, along with the orresponding uts.
The uts were hosen to optimize S
2





hannels, 150MeV in the D
+
hannel, and 300MeV in the D
+
hannel. These values are not very dierent if we instead optimize S
2
=B. As
with the E ut, these uts are somewhat tighter than a purely statistial
optimization would require, and were hosen to balane the statistial power




ombinatori bakground as these uts are loosened.
Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show distributions ofE
extra
for signal events and semilep-
toni bakground events. Note that the distributions look very similar between
signal and bakground, as well as aross the four analysis hannels. This
demonstrates that, in the MC at least, the eÆieny of the E
extra
ut is the
same between signal and semileptoni bakground, so that, when we normalize
our measurement to the semileptoni bakground, this eÆieny will anel.




















sponding eÆienies are 1:01 0:05, 1:00 0:05, and 1:00 0:05, respetively.
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 (GeV)extraE






















































=(S + B) in 640 fb
 1
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 (GeV)extraE

































































distributions from 640 fb
 1







, and (d) D
+
hannels. In all gures, the blue shaded






events while the unshaded histogram
represents bakground. A red line indiates the ut plaement in eah mode.
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Figure 6.10 shows the same distributions, split aording to the reonstruted
lepton type. Good agreement is seen in both the eletron and muon hannels.
6.13 Single Candidate Seletion
For events with multiple  (4S) andidates, we hoose the single andidate
with the lowest value of E
extra
. The average number of  (4S) andidates per
event after the seletion desribed above is approximately 1:9, whih, while
seemingly large, rate is not espeially dangerous. The main reason this rate is








andidate, there also exists a




hannel in whih the only dierene
is that the soft 
0
or  is not used in the reonstrution and so is inluded in
E
extra
. Our arbitration sheme preferentially selets the andidate whih uses
the greatest fration of the total visible event, and is therefore least likely to
have lost a partile.
The main eet of this algorithm is to preferentially selet a andidate
in one of the D

hannels when both a D and D

andidate are present in
the event. Beause D

) D feed-down is suh a dominant bakground and
D) D

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 (GeV)extraE
















































































distributions from signal and semileptoni MC after all
event seletion exept the ut on E
extra
. The normalization is arbitrary. In all
gures, the distribution from semileptoni MC is shown as a histogram and the

















































. The gap between the E
extra
= 0 bin and the remainder of the
distribution orresponds to the minimum allowed photon energy, 50MeV. In
all ases, the distributions are the same between signal and semileptoni MC.
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 (GeV)extraE





































































Figure 6.9: Same as Figure 6.8 with the zero bin suppressed.
 (GeV)extraE




































distributions from signal and semileptoni MC after all
event seletion exept the ut on E
extra
. The normalization is arbitrary. The
four analysis hannels are ombined here, and the sample is split aording to
the reonstruted lepton type: (a) eletrons and (b) muons. Again, the signal
and normalization hannels have insidtinguishable distributions.
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within the D

hannel is an important part of our event seletion; hoosing
the best andidate based on E
extra


















. For the ut-and-ount anal-








 0. This ut will not be used in the nal analysis; instead, we







in the four signal hannels are shown in Figure 6.11,
along with the orresponding uts. Figure 6.12 shows the same information on
















in the other three.
6.15 Signal EÆienies
Table 6.1 shows the eÆieny of eah ut used in seleting  (4S) an-
didates, taken from Signal MC. These eÆienies are representative of the
analysis, but will not be used diretly in the signal extration beause of large
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distributions from 640 fb
 1







, and (d) D
+
hannels. In all gures, the blue shaded






events while the unshaded histogram is
bakground. A red line indiates the ut plaement in eah mode, whih is
used for optimization of the other uts (but not in the nal analysis). All














































































Figure 6.12: Same as Figure 6.11 but with a logarithmi sale
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unertainties in modeling the B
tag
reonstrution eÆieny, as well as several
of the signal-side uts. The relative normalization atually used will be dis-
ussed in Setion 8. Note also that these tables only give the eÆieny for
andidates reonstruted in the orret hannel; rossfeed is not inluded in
this table, yet it ontributes signiantly to the signal yield.
6.16 Cut-and-Count Event Yields
As an estimate of our signal sensitivity, we perform a ut-and-ount analysis






), we ount the number of events reonstruted in eah of
the four analysis hannels | the results of this analysis are given in Table 6.2.
The MC used here orresponds to approximately 640 fb
 1
of data, or roughly
three times the data luminosity.
We an see that the expeted signal-to-bakground ratio is slightly bet-
ter than one-to-one in three hannels, and slightly worse than one-to-one in
D
+






, followed by ombinatori bak-
ground, with very little bakground from other semileptoni deays. Most
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Table 6.1: Cumulative ut-by-ut eÆieny from Signal MC. The numbers
N
reo
are the number of events passing the uts, not the number of  (4S)
andidates, so that there is no over-ounting here. Misreonstruted signal
events, however, are inluded in these numbers, whih is why the eÆieny for







=936k " (%) N
reo
=932k " (%)
Skim and reskim 34606 3.697 26893 2.886
E 30275 3.235 23180 2.487






mass 22444 2.398 16934 1.817
m(D) and Æm 17270 1.845 9452 1.014
Vertex onvergene 16188 1.729 8787 0.9428
Extra traks = 0 15079 1.611 8091 0.8681
Best andidate seletion 13587 1.452 7619 0.8175
E
extra







=934k " (%) N
reo
=1872k " (%)
Skim and reskim 53250 5.701 66155 3.534
E 48120 5.152 59416 3.174






mass 33627 3.6 41371 2.21
m(D) and Æm 19492 2.087 19801 1.058
Vertex onvergene 18582 1.99 17978 0.9604
Extra traks = 0 17342 1.857 16755 0.895
Best andidate seletion 16817 1.801 16163 0.8634
E
extra
8876 0.9503 11996 0.6408
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Table 6.2: Event yields from 640 fb
 1
of generi MC after applying all sele-
tion requirements in the ut-and-ount analysis. Eah row indiates the num-
ber of events of a spei generated type whih were reonstruted in eah
of the four signal hannels. For the purposes of this table, \ombinatori"
bakground ontains all deays other than the 14 speially listed. \Signal"
here inludes both orretly idented signal andidates and signal rossfeed
bakground, but does not inlude rossfeed between harged and neutral B
deays.
Reonstrution Channel



















































































































19 67 6 2






16 7 77 11






13 12 75 23
Combinatori 15 21 50 30
Total signal 53 71 356 124
Total bakground 62 51 285 80
S=B 0:85 1:39 1:25 1:55
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, as desribed in Setion 5.2; we will show the omposition in
more detail in Setion 12.5 when we disuss systemati unertainties.
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Control Samples and MC
Validation
The event seletion desribed in Setion 6, whih involves full-event reon-
strution of a high-multipliity nal state, is more ompliated than a typial
BABAR analysis. Further, our seletion depends on being able to veto events
with extra traks and extra neutral lusters, quantities for whih the reliabil-
ity of the Monte Carlo simulation has not been thoroughly studied in BABAR.
We will use two ontrol samples to test the preditions of the MC against










We also use a ontrol sample to onstrain the D

ontamination within







events, these events are onned to the region m
2
miss
 0, and ad-
ditionally, these proesses are understood quite well, so unertainties assoi-
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( : : :) | and so must have m
2
miss
> 0. Furthermore, neither


































are well known, so any MC predition of D

ontamination is suseptible to
large systemati unertainties. We will instead use a ontrol sample in data





















ontrol sample. Figure 7.1 shows the p

`
spetrum for generi MC events pass-
ing all seletion for the D
0
hannel. We see that there is almost no signal









and is typially low momentum (see also Setion 2 for more de-
tails about the p

`
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 (GeV/c)l*p





















of generi Monte Carlo, used






ontrol sample. The p

`
distribution is shown for D
0










































sample, exept for a lower event yield (due to the lower B
tag




ontrol samples, however, ontain
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ontrol samples in generi MC. Here,






events in whih both the B
tag
and the signal D
()
are reonstruted with the wrong harge; \ombinatori"










































0.6 0.5 0.8 0.8
Charge rossfeed 1.9 1.1 0.9 0.1
Combinatori 0.7 0.3 1.6 0.6
is also the ase for the signal region in p

`
, these ontrol samples will provide
a valuable test of the Monte Carlo modeling of the kinemati variables in
feed-down events.
Figures 7.2{7.5 show data{MC omparisons for several important distri-






ontrol samples. We have examined a large
number of variables in order to have a omprehensive piture of the perfor-
mane of the Monte Carlo and to eliminate, as muh as possible, the hane
that a data{MC disrepany in some region of phase spae ould bias the
measurement. We have examined several broad ategories of variables, inlud-




multipliity and purity, kinemati t
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In eah plot, the histogram is the MC predition and the points with error










In all gures, the MC predition is saled to the event
yield in data.
All of these gures show exellent agreement between the data and the


















feed-down, and that the data{MC
agreement in this ase is quite good. The p

`
dependene of this shape is also
seen to be modeled well, as are the shapes for eletrons and muons separately.
We have also examined variables related to D

reonstrution. We see
good agreement in the observed momentum spetrum of the soft = and the
angular distributions of the =, leading us to onlude that the MC does a
good job modeling the soft = eÆieny. We also see that the MC is able
to predit the m
2
miss
spetrum when the soft = from D

deay is lost, whih
1
The bakground to be subtrated typially aounts for 0:4{1:0% of the events in the
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 (GeV/c)l* : p0D
















 (GeV/c)l* : p*0D
















 (GeV/c)l* : p+D
















 (GeV/c)l* : p*+D

























Points with error bars orrespond to the full Run 1{4 data sample, and the
histogram orresponds to generi MC. Both the data and MC are shown after
an m
ES
sideband subtration and the MC histogram is normalized to the
number of events in the data, as desribed in the text.




where our analysis is most sensitive.
In Setion 12, we will revisit this ontrol sample to help estimate systemati
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2]2 [GeV/c2 : q0D

















2]2 [GeV/c2 : q*0D
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 (GeV)extra : E0D
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ontrol sample is that it requires
a ut on p

`
; we would like to test the MC in a region of lepton momentum



























, so we may selet a signal-
depleted sample of events by utting on q
2
. Figure 7.6 shows the q
2
distribution
for events passing all seletion riteria (exept the ut on q
2
itself) for the D
0







As before, we dene four ontrol samples, one orresponding to eah signal






. Table 7.2 shows the omposition of














, signal, and ombinatori bakground is larger.






ontrol samples, we see exellent agreement between
data and MC, and we point out that these two ontrol samples are largely
statistially independent. Approximately 50% of the events in these samples






































of generi Monte Carlo, used
to dene the q
2
ontrol sample. The q
2
distribution is shown for D
0
andidates









in blue. The q
2
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Table 7.2: Composition of the q
2
ontrol samples in generi MC. Here,






events in whih both the B
tag
and the signal D
()
are reonstruted with the wrong harge; \ombinatori"










































2.1 2.8 3.2 3.7
Charge rossfeed 1.5 0.9 1.2 0.2










bakground in the signal region is events in whih a 
0

















transitions involving a 
0
have never been observed, nor have the nonresonant
modes, so any bakground estimation is based on a number of assumptions
whih neessarily lead to large unertainties. On the other hand, events in
whih one or two 

are lost are highly suppressed in our analysis, due to the





, and are expeted to ontribute less than one event to the D

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, both for resonant and nonresonant de-
ays; the fat that 70% of reonstruted deays involve a 
0
shows how eÆient
we are at rejeting D

bakgrounds involving harged pions.
Beause our bakground is dominated by events with lost 
0
mesons, we will
use events in whih we nd extra 
0







and to help onstrain the amount of D

bakground in our signal region. We
are only dependent on the BABAR MC for the 
0
eÆieny. Assuming this
is known, we may use the ontrol sample in data to determine the feed-down
into our signal region without needing to know either the prodution branhing












daughter branhing frations, or
the dynamial details of either proess.
To selet these samples, we apply the event seletion riteria desribed
above, omitting the ut on E
extra
. We then searh the event for extra 
0
mesons, whih are 
0
andidates from the pi0VeryLoose list (see Appendix A)




is required to satisfy:








> 400MeV= for all four hannels
2
We use the term overlap here in the BABAR Beta sense: neither the 
0
itself nor either
of its two  daughters may be used in reonstruting the  (4S).
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, the remaining neutral energy, not ounting the extra 
0
, is
required to satisfy E
extra;
0
< 500 MeV for all four hannels
For events with multiple extra 
0
andidates, we selet the 
0
with the largest






events with minimal ontamination from ombinatori bakground.






















, and the remainder
ombinatori bakground.
The event yields in both MC and data are too small to allow the type of









rather than perform the same MC validation of kinemati distributions and






ontrol sample diretly within
the signal t (see Setion 8). The yield of D

events in the ontrol sample
is of the same order as the yield in the signal region, and we will use the





We extrat our signal by performing an extended unbinned maximum like-






joint distribution. In doing this, we do not
apply the ut on m
2
miss
desribed earlier. The t is performed simultaneously





























Most of the probability distribution funtion (PDF) shape parameters are
xed to Monte Carlo-derived values, as desribed below. All of the ombina-
tori bakground yields, both for harge rossfeed and \other" ombinatori
bakgrounds, are xed to the expeted value as predited by the MC in the
four signal hannels; the harge rossfeed bakground yields are also xed in
the D

ontrol samples. The only free parameters in the t are the yields of
signal and semileptoni bakgrounds and \other" ombinatori bakgrounds
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in the D

ontrol samples, and parameters desribing the D

) D feed-down
rates. We are able to oat the ombinatori bakground yields in the D

ontrol samples beause the broad shape in m
2
miss
is suÆiently dierent from
the peaking D

\signal" shape in these hannels to be distinguishable.
In Setion 8.1, we introdue the likelihood funtion for the t, and in
Setion 8.2, we dene eah of the signal and bakground omponents that are
used to model the eight hannels in the t. In Setion 8.3, we introdue a
model for the lepton spetrum, and, in Setion 8.4, we show how this one-







doument our use of the signal and semileptoni MC samples in Setion 8.5,
and, in Setion 8.6, we show projetions of the resulting ts to these MC
samples. Our Monte Carlo samples for ombinatori bakground, along with
the resulting PDFs, are presented in Setion 8.7. We apply a number of
onstraints on the t, whih are desribed in Setions 8.8 and 8.9. Finally, we
put all of the piees together and perform a omplete t to the generi MC;
this t is shown in Setion 8.10.
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8.1 Likelihood Funtion




































































































Here, the index i runs over the eight hannels. j runs over the various signal
and bakground omponents within sample i; these omponents are desribed
in detail below, and there are n

i
suh omponents in hannel i (in eah of the
four signal hannels, n

i
















are all obviously independently
measured for eah event k. The only free parameters within the t are the
N
ij
terms, the number of events in the i
th
hannel and the j
th
omponent,
and two parameters desribing D

) D feed-down (see Setion 8.9; the rest
of the shape parameters desribing the various P
ij
are xed in ts to Monte
Carlo samples. There are 48 yield parameters in total (7  4 signal hannels
+54 D

hannels), although, due to the onstraints on the t and the xed
ombinatori bakgrounds, the total number of free parameters is only 18. The
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! in the seond expression is independent of the t variables
and so an safely be disarded.
8.2 Signal and Bakground Components
As mentioned above, eah of the four signal hannels is t to the sum of
seven omponents, and eah of the four D

ontrol sample hannels is t to
the sum of ve omponents. The signal hannel omponents are listed in Ta-
ble 8.1 along with their approximate abundanes in generi MC; an analagous
breakdown of the D

ontrol sample hannels is shown in Table 8.2.
In eah of the four signal hannels, there are two signal omponents, one
representing orretly-reonstruted signal events, and the seond representing
signal feed-up (D ) D

) or feed-down (D

) D), depending on the han-






omponents, one orretly reonstruted
and one feed-up or feed-down. In eah signal hannel, there is a omponent























Setion 8.5, we disuss our approah to modeling this bakground.
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Table 8.1: Components of the signal extration t in the signal hannels,
and their approximate abundanes in generi MC. The struture of the t




hannels. There are seven omponents







distributions, as desribed in the following setions, an be
found.
Abundane in Figure





































) feed-down 3 8.8
Combinatori: harge rossfeed 0:5 8.37






































Combinatori: harge rossfeed 2 8.36






































Combinatori: harge rossfeed 0:5 8.37






































Combinatori: harge rossfeed 2 8.36
Other ombinatori bakground 2 8.38
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Table 8.2: Components of the signal extration t in the D

ontrol sample
hannels, and their approximate abundanes in generi MC. The struture of




hannels. There are ve omponents
in eah of the four D

ontrol sample hannels. The last olumn gives the






distributions, as desribed in the following
setions, an be found.
Abundane in Figure


























Combinatori: harge rossfeed 1 8.39


























Combinatori: harge rossfeed 1 8.39


























Combinatori: harge rossfeed 1 8.39


























Combinatori: harge rossfeed 1 8.39
Other ombinatori bakground 13 8.40
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We use two omponents in the t to model ombinatori bakgrounds.







whih both the B
tag
and the signal D
()
are misreonstruted with the wrong
harge, due to the swapping of a harged pion between the two B mesons in
the event. The seond omponent is used to model all remaining ombinatori
bakground soures, inluding events with fake leptons or misreonstruted
B
tag
andidates. The preise omposition of this bakground omponent will
be disussed in more detail in Setion 12.5. The main reason for this distintion
is that the harge rossfeed events peak inm
2
miss
| the tag and reoil sides have




distribution for the remaining ombinatori events is very broad by
omparison (see Figures 8.36, 8.37, and 8.38).
The four D

ontrol sample hannels are strutured similarly. In eah,

























deays are inluded in these omponents, as desribed in Setion 8.5).
As in the signal hannels, we use two omponents to model the ombinatori
2






MC aets the D

ontrol samples in the same way as the feed-
down into the signal hannels. This will be disussed in Setion 8.5 as well.
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bakground in the D

ontrol samples, one for harge rossfeed events and a




Distribution for Semileptoni and Semi-
tauoni Events







by the fat that the two variables are, in some ases, highly orrelated. We




dimension as a purely \resolution" dimension,
3
with a
resolution funtion that depends on p

`
. This fatorization is motivated by the
two-dimensional behavior seen in the next Setion (Figures 8.2 and 8.3, for
example). Note also that this hoie does not imply any loss of generality;
it simplies the form of the p

`
model, while inorporating all of the two-





For hannels in whih the only missing partile is a single neutrino, the true m
2
miss












detetor resolution. Our model of the m
2
miss
distibution will be used to desribe both of
these physial ases.
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We present rst a model of the lepton spetrum. In Setion 8.4, we show
how we extend the one-dimensional spetrum to reate a two-dimensional
PDF.
Figure 8.1 shows the p

`


































, taken from signal and semileptoni MC. These distributions
are representative of the spetra in all omponents, whih have qualitatively
similar features: a spetrum that rises from zero at p

`
 200 MeV= to a broad
maximum, and then falls bak to zero at a kinemati endpoint between 2 and
2:3 GeV=.




























has the same general properties as our distributions | it rises smoothly from
zero to a peak and then falls smoothly bak to zero again. Here, p
0
represents
the value of p

`
for whih G peaks and  represents the width of the Gaussian
distribution. This gross agreement is not enough, however, so we modify the
form slightly to allow for greater exibility. We therefore dene a modied
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 (GeV/c)lp*











































































, taken from signal and semileptoni









whih is why the spetrum is learly softer than other modes. Note, however,
that the shapes in all ases are qualitatively similar.
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= 2:4GeV=, respetively. Even though this parameterization is dis-
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PDFs for Semileptoni and Semi-
tauoni Events




























are seen to derease as p

`
inreases; this is typial of most


































). We will use the simpler PDF, P
1
, to model most of the semilep-
toni and semitauoni t omponents (22 out of 32). For the remaining ten
omponents, however, the more ompliated parameterization P
2
is neessary
to adequately desribe the m
2
miss
tail. Eight of these omponents are the ones
in whih the only missing partile is a single neutrino,
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p*l (GeV/c)

































, showing a derease





































, showing a derease


















































































and the remaining two are omponents in whih a single neutrino and a soft

0


















Using the model of the lepton spetrum H(p

`
) introdued above, we on-






































































































Here, the funtions G
i
and BG are Gaussians and Bifurated Gaussians (Gaus-
sian with dierent  parameters on either side of the mean), respetively; all
are funtions of m
2
miss









dependene of the m
2
miss
PDF parameterizaion. The form of
f
2
is hosen to allow the BG term to ontribute at low p

`
, but to drive this
term rapidly to zero as p

`
inreases. The form of 
H
is hosen to allow for










inreases (note that there is no problem having  approah zero
sine the amplitude of this term goes to zero as well; the result is nite and
well-behaved).
Funtion Parameter Dependene on p

`
















































dependene of the various parameters of G
i
and BG is listed in
Table 8.3. The total number of free parameters for P
1








, and two for f
1
. The total number of free
parameters for P
2
is 24: six for H(p

`




, four for BG,
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8.5 PDFs from Signal and Semileptoni MC
We extrat eah shape from a t to a MC sample. For most shapes, we












events from signal and







PDFs, however, we t a weighted mixture of two or more MC
samples, as desribed in Setions 8.5.1, 8.5.2, and 8.5.3.
These shapes are appropriate for subsequent tting of BABAR MC event
samples. For tting to data, we need to orret these shapes for known data{
MC dierenes. To do this, we apply event-by-event reweighting to the MC











Eah of the D












. We dene this omponent to



























deays. In these samples, the signal events
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). Feed-up events from the light leptons












= 1 : (8.7)
Note that signal events are only expeted to ontribute 4{6% of the feed-up
(assuming equal eÆienies for feed-up for signal and semileptoni events),




ontrol samples and less
than 10% of the D
0
ontrol samples. If we assume the standard model signal
branhing frations are orret, we expet to see 1:80:6 signal feed-up events
in all four D

ontrol samples together in the Run 1{4 data sample.
Note that this proedure expliitly introdues an assumption about the
branhing frations of the signal modes. Fortunately, this assumption is only
relevant at higher order | it only aets the feed-up into the D

ontrol sam-
ples | and it applies to a small number, so this is not expeted to dramatially
bias our signal extration.
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One possible way to redue this bias, if neessary, would be to iterate the
analysis. We use the standard model assumptions to make a rst measurement,
then we take our rst results as an improved input to the reweighting proedure
and repeat the analysis. This proedure would quikly onverge to an unbiased
measurement.














We would introdue feed-up onstraints on these terms as we do for other feed-
up omponents (see Setion 8.8), ompletely removing any input assumptions
on the branhing frations. It is diÆult, however, to imagine introduing
omponents in the t in whih the expeted number of events in data is less
than one event per hannel.












All of the D

omponents in the t (both in the D

ontrol samples and













deays. We expet, based on
the urrent BABAR MC model, that 3:5{4:5% of all reonstruted D

deays






, orresponding to approximately 14 events over all eight
hannels. Again, beause of the small number of expeted events, we hoose
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Monte Carlo samples, we


































deay, and are not extremely sensitive to
the quantum numbers of the D

system.














events reeive weights of 1:0, while the weights for signal events are hosen


























events reonstruted in the four signal
hannels in generi MC is found to ome from \unsimulated" D meson deays,
that is, D deays whih are not present in the signal MC samples. The D

















, where the true D
+
meson loses two harged pions and
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with signal MC. The weights
used for simulating the D

ontrol sample are muh larger than those used
in the signal hannels; this is due to the lower number of reonstruted events
feeding up into the ontrol samples.
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a fake D
0





the remainder of the D
+
.
Note that, in most ases, when aD meson loses partiles, the invariant mass
of the remaining partiles is far below the true D mass, and this andidate will
orretly be rejeted by our event seletion. The only way for this andidate
to pass our seletion and fake a D is by ombining with another partile in the
event (with approximately the same momentum as the lost partiles); beause
of our total-event reonstrution, however, there are typially no additional
partiles left in the event for this ombinatori proess to take plae. Only
in D













events in generi MC are generated with the D deaying in an
unsimulated mode; these events are evenly distributed aross all hannels (as

















events reonstruted in the signal hannels, at least one (some-
times two or three) of the transition partiles has not been reonstruted,
making it possible to misreonstrut an unsimulated D mode as desribed
above. In generi MC, unsimulated D deays aount for between 10% (in
the D
+
hannel) and 40% (in the D
+
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ays. In the D

ontrol sample hannels, however, where an additional 
0
has
been reonstruted, the ombinatori possibilities are greatly redued, and we







the ontrol sample. The asymmetry between these numbers means that the
D

feed-down onstraints (see Setion 8.8) are signiantly dierent between
the generi and signal MC samples, and, in order to orretly alulate the
onstraints, these unsimulated modes need to be aounted for.
We aount for these events by reating hybrid MC samples. In eah of






events from generi MC
in whih the D deays to a mode not present in the signal MC sample. We
add these events to the orresponding signal MC samples. In the four signal
hannels, we assign a weight to the unsimulated events from generi MC by



























In the four D

ontrol samples, we use the same weights as the orresponding
signal hannel.
Note that this proedure, adding a small number of events with large rela-
tive weights, is oneptually dierent from what is done in Setions 8.5.1 and
8.5.2, where we add large numbers of events with small weights. In this ase,
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the small number of events taken from generi MC give rise to large apparent
utuations in these data samples; when we t these samples, the resulting
PDF (and its errors) orretly handle these utuations. These utuations
will be seen in the ts in Figures 8.8, 8.13, 8.18, 8.23, 8.24, 8.27, 8.30, and
8.33.
8.6 Fits
We t the signal and semileptoni MC samples desribed above to de-
termine the 32 PDFs, as desribed in Setion 8.2. Eah of these shape ts
is performed as an unbinned maximum likelihood t to the appropriate MC
sample.
One-dimensional projetions of these ts are shown in Figures 8.4{8.35 for







shown, along with m
2
miss




orrelation between the variables.
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sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Setion 8.5.3,
whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Setion 8.5.3,
whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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The MC sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Se-
tion 8.5.3, whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Setion 8.5.3,
whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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The MC sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Se-
tion 8.5.3, whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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The MC sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Se-
tion 8.5.3, whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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The MC sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Se-
tion 8.5.3, whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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The MC sample inludes generially-simulated events, as doumented in Se-
tion 8.5.3, whih also explains the utuations visible in the points.
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PDFs for Combinatori Events
The two-dimensional PDF P
1
used for signal and semileptoni events is
general enough to be used for ombinatori bakground events as well.
Sine we have no \signal" MC for ombinatori bakground, all of the
shapes are derived from the generi MC sample, using the true MC deay to
ategorize events. The omposition of ombinatori bakgrounds is desribed
in Setion 5.2, and will be desribed in more detail in Setion 12.5. Beause
the number of ombinatori events is rather small, even in the full generi MC
sample, we ombine events in related hannels to extrat the ombinatori BG
shapes. In total, we t ve samples:
 signal hannels: harge rossfeed reonstruted as D
 signal hannels: harge rossfeed reonstruted as D

 signal hannels: all other ombinatori
 D






ontrol sample: all other ombinatori.
Note that, as detailed in Tables 8.1 and 8.2, this parameterization means that
these PDFs are used multiple times in the omplete t.
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One-dimensional projetions of these ts are shown in Figures 8.36{ 8.40
for eah of the 5 PDFs. These gures show the same projetions as the signal
and semileptoni PDFs above.
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Signal D hannels, harge rossfeed
candM2




























































































































































for harge rossfeed in the
signal D hannels.
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Signal hannels, ombinatori
candM2

































































































































































for other ombinatori bak-
ground in the signal hannels.
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D

ontrol sample, harge rossfeed
candM2




























































































































































































































































































































for other ombinatori bak-
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8.8 Crossfeed Constraints in the Fit
The t desribed in the previous setions is able to extrat the yield of
the various omponents within eah of the signal hannels, but we are able
to do better by ombining information from multiple hannels simultaneously.
We an use, for instane, the t results from the D
0







feed-down in the D
0
hannel beause the physial soure
of the two samples is the same.
We onstrut 20 suh onstraints, enumerated in yields; there are 20 suh
onstraints, enumerated in Table 8.5. Eah onstraint relates the event yield in
a rossfeed hannel (either feed-up or feed-down) to the yield in the orretly



























ratio between the two. The values of these rossfeed onstraints in signal and
semileptoni MC and an be seen in Table 8.5, although, in pratie, we will
determine some of these onstraints diretly from the data, as desribed in
Setion 8.9. Note that the feed-down onstraints are generally \large" num-
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bers, between 0:2 and 1:0, while the feed-up onstraints are muh smaller,
between 0:01 and 0:10. The feed-up onstraints orrespond to very few events
(typially fewer than 10) in the nal data samples, and so these onstraints
do not matter as muh as the feed-down onstraints.
Eah suh onstraint eetively redues the number of degrees of freedom
in the t by one.
These onstraints introdue orrelations between the measurements in the




0, these hannels interfere with the measurement of the signal modes; adding
the onstraints on the feed-down hannels redues this interferene and im-
proves our signal sensitivity.
8.9 D

EÆieny Corretion and Floating Con-
straints
The onstraints desribed in Setion 8.8 are derived from Monte Carlo
samples and an be used when tting the generi MC to produe an unbiased
result. Studies in ontrol samples in data, however, indiate that the MC
overestimates the D

reonstrution eÆieny, an eet whih is not seen in
the D hannels, suggesting that some of the rossfeed onstraints need to be
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Table 8.5: Constraints within the signal extration t. The errors shown
are alulated using
p
N errors on the diret and rossfeed yields. Note that









appear in the denominator of several dierent onstraint terms. This will be
treated expliitly when we alulate systemati errors in Setion 12.6.

























































































































































































































































double feed-up 0.0006  0.0002
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modied in order to aurately desribe data. In partiular, six onstraints are






feed-down into the D hannels (one harged













feed-down-and-up into the D
0
ontrol samples. The
feed-up onstraints are unhanged sine the eet we see appears to be purely
related to the eÆieny; the feed-down onstraints from the D

ontrol sam-
ples into the signal hannels are unhanged sine the 
0
in the ontrol sample
has a minimum mometum of 400 MeV= and the eÆieny loss is believed
to only appear at low momentum (see also Setion 12.8.5, where we disuss
systemati eets related to this assumption).







feed-down are measured diretly by oating them







onstraint. We rely on the Monte Carlo only to relate these
onstraints to one another, allowing two oating parameters to desribe six
onstraints, as in Equation 8.9 below.
We rst make a rude estimate of this eet (whih will be improved
shortly) by applying a \killing" proedure to our Monte Carlo. We selet






events by examining only the two
D

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) an be used sine their kinematis are slightly dierent from the signal
region. For eah of the four D

modes reonstruted, we estimate an eÆieny
orretion fator as the ratio of observed events in data to the number expeted
from MC (inluding all orretions to be disussed in Setion 11). These ratios





: 372 = 461:413 = 0:806
D
0










: 76 = 103:176 = 0:708 .
For D

andidates reonstruted in signal and semileptoni MC, we randomly
rejet andidates (\killing") with a probability given by (1  the eÆieny
orretion above), between 14% and 29%. This killing is applied before the
single-andidate seletion takes plae so that, if the D

andidate is killed, the
orresponding andidate in the D hannel still has a hane to get seleted.
This killing proedure allows us to alulate new values for the six feed-down
onstraints that must be modied. The killed values of these onstraints are
shown in Table 8.6, along with the unkilled values for omparison.
This killing proedure, however, is likely to overestimate the atual orre-
tion needed to the feed-down onstraints. We derived the killing probabilities
using the ratio of event yields in data and MC; this ratio ontains the D

eÆieny whih we wish to orret for, but it also ontains unknown eÆieny
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Table 8.6: Feed-down onstraints modied by D

killing. The unkilled values
dier slightly from those listed in Table 8.5 beause of the orretions desribed
in Setion 11; these orreted values are more appropriate for use with data.
Soure Diret Crossfeed f f






































































0:0109  0:0009 0:0186  0:0014
orretions due to the B
tag
, whih will be ommon to both the D

and D
reonstrution hannels and whih will anel when we study the feed-down
onstraint. We would like to apply the killing only partially, whih we will do
in a data-driven way by allowing ontraints to oat in the t.

















have suÆient statistis and a distintive shape that the two
orresponding onstraints an be oated in the t to data. Doing this also
gives us a sense of \how muh killing" should be applied, and allows us to
derive orretions to the remaining four feed-down onstraints. We relate the
two remaining B
+




















. As a spei example, we have (letting
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f



















































In this way, oating two onstraints gives us a good estimate of the other four.
This proedure of oating the onstraints will be used in the t to data, as
well as for the ts used to estimate systemati unertainties.
8.10 Fit Results on Generi Monte Carlo Events
To test the t shapes and proedure, we run a full t on the generi MC
sample, ontaining about 640 fb
 1
of simulated events. In this t, the PDF
shapes are all xed as desribed above, so that the only free parameters in the
t are the numbers of events in eah omponent in eah hannel and the two
feed-down parameters.
There are 48 event yields in the omplete t. Sine some of the ombi-
natori event yields (2 yields in eah of the 4 signal hannels, and 1 yield in
eah D

ontrol sample hannel) are xed (to the true values), there are only
36 oating yields in the t. The 20 rossfeed onstraints redue the number
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of independent event yields to 16, and the two oating feed-down parameters
bring the total number of oating parameters in the t to 18.
The numbers of true and tted events in eah hannel modes are given in
Table 8.7. In the event-yield table, errors and pulls for feed-up and feed-down
yields are shown as \|"; the error and pull shown on the diret measurement
reets all the available information for eah omponent.
We see that, for most omponents, the t extrats the number of events
quite well. A few hannels have pulls greater than 1, but the overall distri-
bution of pulls is not unreasonable.
One-dimensional projetions of the t are shown in Figures 8.41{8.46.
In 640 fb
 1
of generi MC, we have true signal yields of 158, 283, 47, and

























tively. In the Run 1{4 data sample, we therefore expet 53, 96, 16, and 38
signal events, respetively, and, saling the errors from the t, statistial sig-
nianes of 2:3, 4:9, 2:3, and 4:9. We see that the D

modes are more
sensitive than the D modes, due largely to the fat that D

) D feeddown
ontributes signiantly to the signal yield.
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Table 8.7: Fit results from 640 fb
 1
of generi MC. Both the true number of
events and the result from the t are given for eah mode. In the table, errors
and pulls for feed-up and feed-down yields are shown as \|"; the error and











































97 105  | |
Charge XF 35 35  0 xed





































270 281  | |
Charge XF 93 93  0 xed





































50 44  | |
Charge XF 2 2  0 xed





































50 54  | |
Charge XF 9 9  0 xed






























4 1  | |
Charge XF 3 3  0 xed

























20 20  | |
Charge XF 18 18  0 xed

























1 0  | |
Charge XF 0 0  0 xed

























10 12  | |
Charge XF 4 4  0 xed
Comb. BG 94 112  12 1.46
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)4/c2missing mass squared (GeV
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projetion of the t to 640 fb
 1
of generi MC in the
signal hannels.
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Figure 8.42: Same as Figure 8.41 (vertial zoom).
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)4/c2missing mass squared (GeV
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Figure 8.43: Same as Figure 8.41 (vertial zoom, horizontal sale expanded).
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lepton momentum (GeV/c)





















































































































































projetion of the t to 640 fb
 1
of generi MC in the signal
hannels.
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lepton momentum (GeV/c)



















































































































































projetion of the t to 640 fb
 1






In order to ensure that the t desribed in Setion 8 is well-behaved, we
have performed several validation studies.
9.1 Toy Monte Carlo Studies
We generate a series of 1000 toy MC experiments using the same PDFs
as in the t desribed above. In all experiments, we generate a number of
events equal to the number in the 970 fb
 1
generi MC sample, with the same
expeted relative distribution among the various hannels and omponents.
We then t these toy samples using the same t proedure as before.
Figures 9.1{9.4 show distributions of N
tted







for the four signal hannels.
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In all four hannels, we see that the t is nearly unbiased | the widths
of the pull distributions are all onsistent with 1:0 and the mean values are
small, with the largest bias being only 0:08. This implies that our t proedure,
inluding the simultaneous t to multiple hannels with rossfeed onstraints,
does not intrinsially bias the result. The atual t may still be biased, par-
tiularly if the PDFs used do not aurately model real data; this will be
onsidered below.
We have repeated these toy MC studies with a series of smaller experi-
ments, generating and tting samples equivalent to 200 fb
 1
of generi MC,
approximately equal to the expeted number of events in the Run 1{4 data
sample. The results of these studies are onsistent with those from the larger
toys | the means of the four pull distributions are in the range  0:04{0:02,
all onsistent with zero, and the widths of the pull distributions are in the
range 0:92{1:03, all onsistent with one.
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Figure 9.1: Toy MC results for D
0
. The left plot shows the distribution of
N
tted
, where the expeted value is 220 events. The right plot shows the pull
distribution, with a t to a Gaussian ( =  0:0650:033,  = 0:9650:025).





















Figure 9.2: Toy MC results for D
0
. The left plot shows the distribution
of N
tted
, where the expeted value is 219 events. The right plot shows the pull
distribution, with a t to a Gaussian ( =  0:0560:035,  = 1:0190:034).
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Figure 9.3: Toy MC results for D
+
. The left plot shows the distribution
of N
tted
, where the expeted value is 64 events. The right plot shows the pull
distribution, with a t to a Gaussian ( =  0:0500:034,  = 1:0180:028).




















Figure 9.4: Toy MC results for D
+
. The left plot shows the distribution
of N
tted
, where the expeted value is 141 events. The right plot shows the pull
distribution, with a t to a Gaussian ( = 0:003 0:033,  = 0:970pm0:026).
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9.2 Validation with Statistially Independent
Monte Carlo Samples
We have repeatedly used a single 640 fb
 1
sample of generi Monte Carlo
for ut optimization, ombinatori BG shapes and normalizations, and through-
out the development of the signal t.
We have a sample of 330 fb
 1
of generi SP6 Monte Carlo data whih
was set aside and never used during ut optimization or t development. We
use this sample as a statistially independent validation of our event seletion
riteria and our t proedure. The results of this validation t are shown
in Table 9.1. No signiant biases are seen, giving us additional ondene
that our t is inherently unbiased. The results of this validation t are largely
onsistent with the t to the original 640 fb
 1
sample in terms of the expeted
numbers of signal and bakground events, as well as the expeted statistial
sensitivity of the t.
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Table 9.1: Fit validation from 330 fb
 1
of generi MC. Both the true number
of events and the result from the t are given for eah mode. This t shows










































49 56  | |
Charge XF 16 16  0 xed





































132 153  | |
Charge XF 53 53  0 xed





































32 30  | |
Charge XF 2 2  0 xed





































31 31  | |
Charge XF 6 6  0 xed






























4 1  | |
Charge XF 2 2  0 xed

























10 12  | |
Charge XF 6 6  0 xed

























0 0  | |
Charge XF 0 0  0 xed

























7 5  | |
Charge XF 3 3  0 xed




In Setion 8, we presented a t whih measures the number of signal events
in a given data sample. In this Setion, we desribe how this information is







10.1 Fitting Branhing Ratios
The t desribed above parameterizes the signal yields as absolute num-
bers of events N
ij
. Beause we wish to perform a relative measurement, we
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These quantities replae the absolute signal yields in the t, but do not
atually hange the likelihood. Fitting in this way propagates the statistial
error on both the signal and normalization (orretly handling the orrelation





hannels, as desribed below.
10.2 Relative Signal EÆieny and Normal-
ization

































where the " terms represent the relative signal eÆieny in eah of the four
signal modes and B
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four are taken from PDG 2006 [10℄, while the last two are our own averages




































































) = 17:6% [10℄. The ratios R are dened (following the onvention
















These ratios R are physially interesting and an be used to onstrain
the possible new-physis ontribution. They also allow us to present absolute
branhing frations by normalizing to the known branhing frations, whih
are shown in Table 10.1.
The eÆienies are measured in signal and semileptoni MC as
"
0
= (187  2.3)%
"
0
= (110  1.2)%
"
+
= (185  2.7)%
"
+
= (102  1.1)%
,
where the statistial errors here have already been shown in Table 12.1. Note
that the relative eÆienies are all greater than one, meaning that a signal
event is more likely to be reonstruted than a normalization event.
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10.3 Combining Results between Charged and
Neutral Channels
To maximize our experimental sensitivity, we also perform a t in whih




hannels, eetively performing an isospin aver-
















where the terms f
()
iso
are dened to take into aount the dierenes in eÆieny















= (0:92  0:01)
.









, and so we will also refer to this as the R-onstrained
t. This form of the onstraint follows from assuming isospin symmetry in
both the signal and normalization modes, although it is atually slightly more
general: it allows isospin to be violated as long as it is violated in the same
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Table 10.2: Branhing fration extration in 970 fb
 1
of generi Monte Carlo.
Errors shown are statistial only.

































6.1  0.7 5.5 34.0  3.7 28.6 1.90  0.21 1.60




as above and normalize the result to the isospin
averages listed in Table 10.1.
10.4 Validation using the Generi Monte Carlo
Sample
We test the proedure outlined above by measuring the signal branhing
frations in generi Monte Carlo events, for whih the result is known. We use
the full 970 fb
 1
sample and perform two ts, with and without the isospin
onstraint.
If we t without the R-onstraint, we obtain the results seen in Table 10.2,
while, using the R-onstraint, we obtain the results in Table 10.3. In both
ases, we see that we extrat the orret branhing frations within the statis-
tial errors.
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Table 10.3: Branhing fration extration with the R-onstraint in 970 fb
 1
of generi Monte Carlo. Errors shown are statistial only.

















5.7  0.4 29.3  2.1 28.6 1.64  0.12 1.60
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Corretions to the Monte Carlo
We apply a number of orretion fators to the BABAR Monte Carlo simu-
lation. These orretions are designed to make the simulation more realisti,
and more suitable for desribing real data. We apply orretions to both the
simulation of physial proesses (D

modeling, form fators) and detetor
eÆieny (trak reonstrution, PID, et.).
Eah orretion fator is applied as an event-by-event weight (or, where




weight) to the MC; the total weight
for an event is the produt of eah individual weight. Reweighted Monte
Carlo samples will be used to generate t shapes and rossfeed onstraints
when tting to data; reweighted samples will also be used to alulate the
signal eÆienies for the nal branhing fration measurements.
We desribe below the various orretion fators. The same reweighting
will also be used in Setion 12 to estimate some systemati errors.
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Table 11.1: Generated and reweighted D

branhing frations.











































We reweight the branhing frations of the individual D

states as re-
ommended by the AWG [42℄. Table 11.1 lists the generated and reweighted






proesses. Note that the
relative proportion of the four non-resonant states has been kept xed, while





11.2 B ! D
()
Form Fators






deays are generated using a
linear expansion of the HQET form fators and values measured by CLEO,
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deays are generated using the ISGW2
model. We reweight these events suh that the resulting distribution is onsis-
tent with the CLN form fator model, using the reent BABARmeasurement of
the B ! D

form fators and the HFAG average for the B ! D form fator.
Reweighting is performed using the XslFFReweighting pakage [43℄. The







, and  for B ! D





for B ! D deays.
11.3 Detetor EÆieny Corretions
11.3.1 Traking EÆieny
Traking eÆieny orretions have been studied in detail by the Traking
EÆieny Task Fore [45℄. Following the reommendations of the task fore,
we apply three sets of eÆieny orretions:
 For traks found in the GoodTraksLoose list, we apply the binned, trak-
by-trak orretion.
 For traks found in GoodTraksVeryLoose but not in GoodTraksLoose,
we apply a at eÆieny orretion of 0:995 per trak ( 0:5%).
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 For ChargedTraks not found in eitherGoodTraksLoose orGoodTraksVery-
Loose, we apply a at eÆieny orretion of 0:9975 per trak ( 0:25%).
The total traking eÆieny orretion for an event is the produt of the











orretion will be applied below).
11.3.2 PID EÆieny
The PID group has ompared the performane of the various seletors in
data and Monte Carlo and prepared a set of eÆieny orretion fators [46℄.
We apply these PID weights, and the total eÆieny orretion is the produt



















The Neutral AWG has studied the 
0
eÆieny and prepared a orretion
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We apply these orretion fators, and the total orretion is the produt over
all 
0
mesons in the signal side.
We reweight the ineÆieny at the same time. Beause rossfeed (espeially
feed-down due to lost 
0
mesons) plays suh a large role in this analysis, we
apply a orretion fator to feed-down events (equal to one over the eÆieny
orretion) using the 
0









eÆieny. This reipe is not provided as an event-by-event weight, but,
rather, as an oine orretion. As-is, the reipe provides a orretion to
absolute reonstrution eÆieny; we apply the orretion to both our signal






to orret the relative
eÆieny.
11.4 Correted Crossfeed onstraints
Table 11.2 shows the rossfeed onstraints obtained after applying all of the
orretions desribed above. These numbers an be ompared with Table 8.5,
whih shows the Monte Carlo onstraints without orretions.
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Table 11.2: Constraints within the signal extration t after all orretions.
These numbers an be ompared with Table 8.5, whih shows the Monte Carlo
onstraints without orretions.





























































































































































































































































12.1 Systemati Error Overview







many soures of systemati error | espeially those related to detetor eÆ-
ieny, D branhing frations, and B ounting | are expeted to anel, either
partially or ompletely, when we take the ratio. To alulate these systemati
errors, we generally follow standard BABAR proedures to vary both the signal
and normalization eÆienies simultaneously (in a orrelated manner), and to
study the eet on the relative eÆieny.
Systemati soures whih are not expeted to anel are those whih aet
the t yields. Our strategy here will be to study systemati eets by perform-
ing an ensemble of ts. In eah \experiment," we will modify, as appropriate,
the t shapes, rossfeed onstraints, and the ombinatori bakground yields
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(all of whih are xed to MC-derived values in the nominal t), and re-do the
omplete t. By doing a large number of suh experiments and studying the
distribution of signal yields in these ensembles, we estimate the systemati
errors due to these soures.
Table 12.1 gives a summary of the expeted systemati errors in eah han-








The AWG reommendations for D

branhing fration reweighting (see
Setion 11.1) also speify ranges of variation for systemati error studies. Fol-
lowing these guidelines, we generate an ensemble ofD

models, sampling from
the distribution in Table 12.2.
To generate eah individual D

reweighting model, we follow the proe-




deays. First, we generate four






























, if a negative branhing fration is generated, we set the branhing
fration to zero (the other two distributions have negligible probabilities of
generating negative branhing frations). If, after generating these four num-
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Table 12.1: Contributions to the total systemati error. The numbers above
the line represent unertainties on the t yield, and therefore redue the sta-
tistial signiane of the results. The numbers below the line represent un-
ertainties on the normalization, so they aet the numerial results but not
the statistial signiane. The rst four olumns summarize errors on the
individual branhing frations; the last two olumns summarize errors on the
R-onstrained measurement. The totals here refer to errors on the branhing






) only applies to the absolute branhing
frations, and are not inluded in the quoted total error.












MC stat. (PDF shape) 11.5 8.4 4.5 1.8 6.9 4.7
MC stat. (onstraints) 4.2 1.9 6.1 1.3 3.6 1.4
Comb. BG modeling 7.5 4.1 11.5 2.6 9.1 2.9
D

modeling 5.7 0.5 1.6 0.2 3.0 0.4
B ! D

form fators 1.9 0.7 0.8 0.2 1.4 0.4
B ! D form fators 0.2 0.7 0.6 0.2 0.3 0.4

0
rossfeed onstraints 0.5 1.1 0.5 0.9 0.5 1.0
D












tail modeling 1.5 0.5 1.2 0.4 1.6 0.1
MC stat. (eÆieny) 1.23 1.09 1.47 1.05 0.96 0.76
Bremsstrahlung/FSR 0.55 0.51 0.26 0.42 0.40 0.47
Traking " 0.01 0.02 0.002 0.03 0.01 0.02
e PID " 0.53 0.54 0.60 0.57 0.61 0.56
 PID " 0.53 0.60 0.66 0.58 0.59 0.59
K PID " 0.15 0.05 0.22 0.03 0.18 0.04




" 0.07 0.00 0.07 0.08 0.07 0.04
Neutral (
0
and ) " 0.01 0.04 0.02 0.05 0.02 0.04









) 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
Total additive 15.6 9.7 14.0 3.6 12.5 5.8
Total multipliative 1.60 1.49 1.77 1.42 1.38 1.26







) 10.2 7.7 9.4 3.7 6.8 3.4
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Table 12.2: Ranges of variation for reweighted D

branhing frations. Dis-
tributions are taken to be Gaussian. The ranges of variation on nonresonant
states are not shown in this table; their distribution is determined by the
inlusive rate and the other exlusive modes, as desribed in the text.
Mode Generated B (%) Reweighted B
0







   
D 2.10 2.14 0.14 2.29 0.16
D

5.6 5.54 0.25 5.94 0.24
D
1












0.37 0.85 0.20 0.83 0.20





0.1 0.03 | 0.029 |
D
0





0.2 0.06 | 0.058 |
D

0.6 0.18 | 0.175 |
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bers, the sum of the four exlusive modes exeeds the inlusive rate, the four
exlusive modes are saled down, preserving the relative ratios, suh that the
total branhing fration is saturated by these four modes. If the rst four
exlusive modes do not exeed the inlusive rate, we generate two new unor-
related random numbers, again from Gaussian distributions, orresponding to














; as before, negative numbers are replaed
with zero. If the six exlusive modes now exeed the inlusive rate, the two
broad states are saled down, preserving their ratio, to saturate the total rate
(while the rst four branhing frations are unhanged). Finally, if the six ex-
lusive modes already generated do not exeed the inlusive rate, we saturate
the remainder with the four nonresonant states, maintaining the Monte Carlo
ratio of 0:1 : 0:3 : 0:2 : 0:6.







frations, we need to generate distributions of these numbers to allow for
suÆient variation in the broad D

and nonresonant states whih are used to
saturate the total rate.
Figure 12.1 shows distributions of the various branhing frations generated
aording to the algorithm above.
Figures 12.2{12.9 show the eet of reweighting on the D

PDFs. In all
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Total nonresonant (Goity Roberts)
Figure 12.1: Generated branhing fration distributions for D

model
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is shown as points, and the blue bands represent the 1- and 2- envelopes of
the ensemble of reweighted, retted PDFs.
After generating the ensemble of D





of generi MC using the retted PDF shapes and realulating the D

feed-
down onstaints. Figure 12.10 shows the distributions of t results (the relative
branhing fration, R
()
) for the four signal hannels and the two R-averaged
measurements in 1000 suh experiments; these results are also summarized in
Table 12.3. We use the RMS of these t results, relative to the mean tted
value, as an estimate of the systemati error assoiated with D

modeling;




12.3 B ! D

Form Fators
To study the systemati dependene on the B ! D

form fators, we
generate an ensemble of models, reweighting the signal and semileptoni MC










This sample is atually slightly modied for the D

model studies. The t to data






bakground by about a fator of two,
so that using the full 970 fb
 1
sample would likely overestimate the atual systemati







events in the generi MC before performing the ensemble of ts, reating a sample
that more losely resembles data.
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Figure 12.10: Distributions of t results for D

modeling systemati error.
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Table 12.3: Systemati error estimation for D

modeling. For eah mode,
the mean and RMS of the distribution of the relative branhing fration R
()
(seen in Figure 12.10) is given. We take RMS/mean as an estimate of the
systemati error.

































































using the same form
fator model.
The ensemble of models is sampled from the reent BABAR measurement [3℄
and its errors, taking into aount orrelations between the three form fators.
In partiular, we use the CLN form fator expansion, and the form fators:
R
1
= 1.417  0.061  0.044
R
2
= 0.836  0.037  0.022

2
= 1.179  0.048  0.028 ,
where the rst error is statistial and the seond systemati. The errors (both
statistial and systemati) are orrelated between the three form fators, with
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, both harged and neutral) and for events






) D and D

` ) D); feed-up to the
D

ontrol sample is relatively suppressed, and reweighting suh a small om-
ponent is not expeted to have muh of an eet.
We ret the 970 fb
 1
sample of generi MC using the retted PDF shapes
and realulating the D

) D feed-down onstraints. The distributions of t
results are summarized in Table 12.4. We see systemati eets of 0:2% to
1:9%.
12.4 B ! D Form Fators
Similar to what was done for the B ! D

form fators, we generate an
ensemble of models for the B ! D form fator slope and reweight the MC,
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Table 12.4: Systemati error estimation for B ! D

form fators.

























































. We again use the CLN expansion
of the form fators, with the slope parameter 
2
= 1:17 0:18 [44℄.









harged and neutral); feed-up to the D

hannels and the D

ontrol sample
is relatively suppressed, and reweighting the shape of suh a small omponent
is not expeted to have muh of an eet.
We ret the 970 fb
 1
sample of generi MC using the retted PDF shapes
and realulating the D ) D

feed-up onstraints. The distributions of t
results are summarized in Table 12.5. We see systemati eets of 0:2% to
0:7%.
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Table 12.5: Systemati error estimation for B ! D form fators.









































12.5 Combinatori Bakground Modeling
Setion 5.2 briey desribed the physial soures of ombinatori bak-
ground seen in this anlaysis; Table 12.6 summarizes these soures, giving their
approximate abundane in Generi MC after all event seletion. In order to
study systemati eets, we perform an ensemble of ts, reweighting events
from the various ombinatori soures.










up approximately 45% of the total ombinatori bakground yield, while the




K ontribute another 15%. Branhing fra-
tions of most of the relevant two-body B deays (and some of the three-body
deays as well) have previously been measured. These branhing frations are
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Table 12.6: Soures and approximate abundanes of ombinatori bak-
ground in generi MC. All four signal hannels are ombined here. The third
olumn shows what fration of the B deays in eah group have previously
been observed, and the fourth olumn is the produt of the seond and third.







( + light hadrons)
. . . with D
+
s
!  30 90 27










( + light hadrons) 35 65 25
Both B ! D
()
` 15 100 15
Fake lepton 5 0 0
Completely misreonstruted 5 0 0
Total 75
To study systemati unertainties related to ombinatori bakground mod-
eling, we perform an ensemble of ts. In eah t, we reweight eah event in
the Monte Carlo aording to the following rules:
 If the mode is listed in Table 12.7, the reweighted branhing fration
is sampled from the measurement, assuming a Gaussian distribution of
the errors. If the deay involves a D
+
s
meson, the weight is the produt
of both the B and D
+
s
weights. All rows in Table 12.7 are treated as
unorrelated.







swap a harged partile), the dominant system-
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Table 12.7: Branhing frations of D
+
s
and two- and three-body B deays
ontributing to ombinatori bakground. All measurements ome from [10℄,
exept (y) whih ome from the 2005 online update of the PDG, and (z) whih
ome from [48℄.
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ati unertainty is not the branhing fration, but rather the eÆieny
to reonstrut the B
tag
with the wrong harge. We generate weights for
these events using a Gaussian with a mean of 1 and a width of 0:1, i.e.,
assuming a 10% unertainty on the MC modeling of this eÆieny.
 If the event is a double-semileptoni event, with both B mesons deaying
toD
()
`, again, the dominant unertainty omes not from the branhing
frations, but from the probability to reonstrut a B
tag
andidate in this
event. We again assume a 10% unertainty on this number.
 For fake leptons (almost exlusively pions masquerading as muons), we
again assign a 10% unertainty, and sample weights aordingly. The
typial fake rate is 2{3%, with data-MC disrepanies generally 10% or
less (in the momentum ranges of interest).
 For all remaining soures of ombinatori bakground, inluding high-
multipliity B ! Dhh : : : and B ! DDhh : : : (where D here is any
harm meson and h any light meson) and events whih are suÆiently
misreonstruted as to deny lassiation, we assume a 50% unertainty
in the relevant rates.
In eah experiment, we t the reweighted Monte Carlo to generate new
PDF shapes, and we realulate the expeted yield of ombinatori events in
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Table 12.8: Systemati error estimation for ombinatori bakground
modeling.









































eah hannel. Note that the reweighting does not aet the shape of the harge
rossfeed bakgrounds, only the normalization.
We ret the 970 fb
 1
sample of generi MC using the modied shapes
and bakground normalizations for eah experiment in the ensemble. The
distributions of t results are summarized in Table 12.8. We see systemati
eets of 2:6% to 11:5%.
12.6 Monte Carlo Statistis
To study systemati eets due to limited Monte Carlo statistis, we gener-
ate two ensembles of ts, one to study the unertainty due to the PDF shapes,
and another to study the rossfeed onstraints.
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Table 12.9: Systemati error estimation for MC statistis on PDF shapes.










































In the rst study, the shape parameters of eah of the 37 PDFs (for signal,
semileptoni, and ombinatori bakground) are hanged, seleting random
points in the parameter spae aording to the error matrix obtained in the
original shape t. In eah experiment, all 37 PDFs are modied simultane-
ously, treating the statistial utuations between the 37 PDFs as ompletely
independent.
With eah variation of the PDF shapes, we ret the 970 fb
 1
sample of
generi MC. The distributions of t results are summarized in Table 12.9. We
see systemati eets of 1:8% to 11:5%.
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Table 12.10: Systemati error estimation for MC statistis on rossfeed
onstraints.










































In the seond study, the rossfeed onstraints are varied within their sta-
tistial errors. In this study, the onstraints are varied in a oherent way: if






events reonstruted in a D

hannel were larger, the
frations reonstruted feeding down into the D hannel or feeding up into
the D

ontrol samples would be smaller (and, naturally, vie-versa), and
three onstraints would be aeted. To generate these experiments, we allow
the number of reonstruted events in eah hannel to utuate independently
within their statistial errors, and we then realulate the rossfeed onstraints
in the usual manner.
With eah set of rossfeed onstraints, we ret the 970 fb
 1
sample of
generi MC. The distributions of t results are summarized in Table 12.10.
We see systemati eets of 1:2% to 5:9%.
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Table 12.11: Systemati error estimation for MC statistis on oating ross-
feed onstraint parameterization.









































We perform a similar study in whih, instead of varying the xed rossfeed
onstraints, we vary the relationship between the oating onstraints. We do
this by varying all of the \unkilled" terms in Equation 8.9 within their statis-
tial errors. The distributions of t results are summarized in Table 12.11. We
see systemati eets of 0:1% to 1:8%, and these errors are added in quadra-
ture with those listed in Table 12.10 to give the total error on \MC statistis














ontribution to the D

om-
ponents in the t, we generate an ensemble of models, varying the expeted
branhing fration of these deays (see also Setion 8.5.2). We generate weights
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by sampling a Gaussian distribution entered at 1:0 with a width
of 0:3, so that we eetively vary this ontribution by 30%. In eah experi-






PDFs and feed-down ontraints and ret the 970
fb
 1
sample of generi MC. The distributions of t results are sumarized in
Table 12.12. We see systemati eets of 0:2% to 1:3%.
12.8 Detetor EÆieny
We will estimate the detetor eÆieny systematis by looking at how the






eÆieny. These soures largely anel in the relative eÆieny,
and make negligible ontributions to the total systemati error.
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12.8.1 Traking EÆieny
We divide all traks in the reoil into three mutually exlusive ategories:
 Traks in GoodTraksLoose whih satisfy p
T
> 200 MeV=
 Traks in GoodTraksLoose whih satisfy p
T
 200 MeV=
 All other traks.
These trak ategories have dierent orretion fators and systemati reipes,
and, beause of the dierent trak momentum spetra between signal and
normalizationmodes, there will be dierent abundanes of the three ategories.
We alulate the absolute eÆieny systemati error for signal and normal-
ization modes separately, following the usual reipe [45℄. We then alulate
the relative eÆieny systemati treating the two absolute systemati errors
as 100% orrelated.
Figure 12.11 shows the distribution of the number of reoil traks in the rst
ategory, GoodTraksLoose with p
T
















. Exellent agreement is seen between
the two samples, giving a sense of the expeted amount of anellation in the
systemati error.
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Figure 12.11: Number of GoodTraksLoose reoil traks with p
T
>

















is shown as a histogram; the normalization is
arbitrary. Plots are taken from signal and semileptoni MC.
We see systemati errors less than 3 10
 4
on the relative signal eÆieny
in all four signal hannels and in the two R-averaged measurements.
12.8.2 PID EÆieny
We generally follow the same proedure as for traking. We apply stan-
dard PID-table-based orretion fators to both the signal and normalization
samples and alulate the eet on the relative eÆieny, treating the two
orretions as orrelated.
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agreement is seen between the two samples, giving a sense of the expeted
amount of anellation in the systemati error.
The resulting systemati unertainties on kaon and pion identiation are
210
 3
or less in all hannels. For eletrons and muons, the momentum spe-
tra between the signal and normalization hannels are signiantly dierent,










eÆieny is handled analagously to traking and PID. We apply a
orretion fator whih is a funtion of transverse ight length, transverse mo-
mentum, and polar angle in the lab frame. Figure 12.13 shows the transverse




















. Again, exellent agreement is seen between the two sam-
ples, giving a sense of the expeted amount of anellation in the systemati
error.
As before, we alulate the orretion separately for signal and normal-
ization, and treat the resulting orretions as orrelated when alulating the
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Figure 12.12: Reoil kaon (top) and pion (bottom) momentum spetra, om-

















is shown as a histogram; the normalization is arbitrary. Plots
are taken from signal and semileptoni MC.
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is shown as a histogram; the normalization is arbitrary. Plots are taken from
signal and semileptoni MC.
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tables. In priniple, the MC should be split up into dierent running periods
with separate alulations. The Run4 table is the largest blok and dominates
the alulation. Given the small size of the resulting error, we have not done
a omplete blok-by-blok alulation.
12.8.4 Neutral EÆieny
There are two ontributions to the systemati unertainty due to the neu-
tral eÆieny. The rst is a multipliative systemati unertainty due to un-
ertainties in the relative signal eÆieny; this is due to unertainties in both
the 
0
and  eÆienies. The seond unertainty is due to the fat that the

0
eÆieny largely determines the rossfeed onstraints in the t. If the 
0
eÆieny were larger than the MC predition, our eÆieny to reonstrut a
D

meson as a D

would be higher, while our eÆieny to reonstrut a D

as
a D would be smaller; sine the feeddown onstraint is dened as the ratio of
reonstruted D mesons to D

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We estimate the unertainty due to the eÆieny following the same proe-
dure we use for the other systematis. Following the standard reipe, we assign
a 3:0% systemati unertainty per 
0
, and a 1:8% systemati unertainty per




). We treat this unertainty as orre-
lated between signal and normalization and alulate the resulting unertainty
on the relative eÆieny; we see eets of 5 10
 4
or smaller.
To estimate the unertainty due to the rossfeed onstraints, we again
perform an ensemble of ts. In eah experiment, we onstrut a new model of
the 
0
eÆieny, reweight the events aordingly, and realulate the rossfeed
onstraints in the t. The nominal 
0
eÆieny orretion (see Eq. 11.1) is a
linear funtion of 
0
momentum, with a systemati unertainty on the resulting
eÆieny of 3%. We generate the ensemble of onstraints by adding a random
number, sampled from a Gaussian distribution entered at zero with a width
of 0:03, to the oset in the eÆieny orretion; instead of using 0:977, we use
0:9770:03. This is one possible reparameterization of the 
0
eÆieny whih
generates a 3% absolute eÆieny unertainty, but is not the only one, and is
not neessarily the best one. In eah experiment, only one random number is
used, so that the 
0
eÆieny inreases or dereases oherently for all signal
and bakground modes.
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Table 12.13: Systemati error estimation for 
0
rossfeed onstraints.









































We generate 1000 suh experiments and repeat the t to the 970 fb
 1
generi MC sample. The distributions of t results for the four signal hannels
and two R-averaged measurements are summarized in Table 12.13. We see
systemati unertainties of 0:5% to 1:1%.








We apply an additional systemati error, beyond the standard neutrals






events feeding down into
the signal hannels. Given that the Monte Carlo does not seem to be reliable at
prediting soft pion eÆienies in our high-multipliity events (see Setion 8.9),






feed-down onstraints measured in data to estimate the
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The four D








four signal hannels to the yield in the four D

ontrol sample hannels. Note
that the four onstraints relate pairs of hannels that only dier by the \hard"

0
, the prompt daughter from D



















). Beause of this,
we do not need to worry about the eÆieny for the soft pion from D

deay,
whih appears in the same way in both the diret and feed-down hannels, so
that this eÆieny anels.





we make an expliit requirement that the 
0
momentum be greater than
400 MeV=, and, sine we expet the eÆieny to be well modeled at this
momentum, we have no reason to orret these yields. For the feed-down
omponent, where the 
0
is not reonstruted, most of the lost pions are still
high-momentum and require no orretion, but 16% of the lost pions have mo-
mentum less than 300 MeV= and it may be more appropriate to treat these
more like soft pions than hard ones. The neutrals group laims that their
eÆieny orretions should be valid down to momenta of 300 MeV=.






feed-down onstraints measured in data suggest
data{MC disrepanies in the soft pion eÆieny between 3% and 13%, with
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statistial errors of 3%. We therefore hoose a number at the high end of this
range, 10%, to use as our variation in the D

feed-down systemati error.
We perform an ensemble of ts to estimate the systemati unertainty. In
eah experiment, we generate a random number sampled from a Gaussian dis-







events reonstruted in the signal hannels are reweighted by this
number if a true 
0
with momentum less than 300 MeV= was lost. Events in
whih the lost 
0
has higher momentum are not reweighted, nor are events in
whih the 
0
was reonstruted | the MC is expeted to perform reasonably
well at these momenta. We alulate new PDFs and feed-down onstraints
for the D

ontributions and repeat the t to the 970 fb
 1
generi MC sam-
ple. The distributions of t results for the four signal hannels and the two
R-averaged measurements are summarized in Table 12.14. We see systemati


















tions of bakground events. We are searhing for a small signal on top of a
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artiially overestimate the signal.












tails. Table 12.15 shows the number of events in generi Monte










; Table 12.16 shows the same information for the q
2
ontrol samples,
exluding events ommon to both ontrol samples. These samples are too small
to allow a detailed statistial omparison between data and Monte Carlo. To
address this problem, we add the four hannels together in eah of the two
ontrol samples, as seen in Table 12.17; this loses some physial meaning, but
an still be used as a measurement of the overall performane of the Monte
Carlo.
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Table 12.15: Events in the m
2
miss







total number of events in the ontrol samples is shown for both data and Monte








also shown for eah hannel, both as an absolute number of events and as a
perentage of the total.
MC
Total > 0:5 > 1:0 > 1:5
D
0
5079 898 (17:7%) 109 (2:15%) 23 (0:45%)
D
0
3714 111 (2:99%) 18 (0:48%) 2 (0:05%)
D
+
1050 107 (10:2%) 21 (2:0%) 6 (0:57%)
D
+
2338 45 (1:92%) 11 (0:47%) 3 (1:29%)
Data
Total > 0:5 > 1:0 > 1:5
D
0
1003 193 (19:2%) 22 (2:2%) 7 (0:7%)
D
0
621 14 (2:25%) 4 (0:64%) 2 (0:32%)
D
+
211 25 (11:8%) 5 (2:37%) 4 (1:9%)
D
+
348 8 (2:30%) 3 (0:86%) 0 (0%)


























signal t. Sine the ontrol samples suggest a 10% underestimate of the m
2
miss












) D Monte Carlo events with a







. We do not need to
reweight the D





not dominated by resolution, but by the physial m
2
miss
spetrum of the lost
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Table 12.16: Events in the m
2
miss
tail of the q
2
ontrol sample, exluding
events ommon to the D
()
` ontrol sample. The total number of events in
the ontrol samples is shown for both data and Monte Carlo. The number







) is also shown for eah
hannel, both as an absolute number of events and as a perentage of the total.
MC
Total > 0:5 > 1:0 > 1:5
D
0
3250 861 (26:5%) 311 (9:56%) 114 (3:51%)
D
0
1817 181 (9:96%) 99 (5:45%) 58 (3:19%)
D
+
916 129 (14:1%) 54 (5:90%) 25 (2:73%)
D
+
1377 98 (7:12%) 61 (4:43%) 38 (2:76%)
Data
Total > 0:5 > 1:0 > 1:5
D
0
536 150 (28:0%) 64 (11:9%) 23 (4:29%)
D
0
263 22 (8:37%) 11 (4:18%) 5 (1:90%)
D
+
148 22 (14:9%) 13 (8:78%) 11 (7:43%)
D
+
181 8 (4:42%) 5 (2:76%) 4 (2:21%)
Table 12.17: Events in the m
2
miss
tail of the two ontrol samples with all
hannels summed together. The total number of events in the ontrol samples








) is also shown for eah hannel, both as an
absolute number of events and as a perentage of the total.
MC







12181 1161 (9:53%) 159 (1:31%) 34 (0:28%)
q
2
7360 1269 (17:2%) 525 (7:13%) 235 (3:19%)
Both together 19541 2430 (12:4%) 684 (3:50%) 269 (1:38%)
Data







2183 240 (11:0%) 34 (1:56%) 13 (0:60%)
q
2
1128 202 (17:9%) 90 (7:80%) 43 (3:81%)
Both together 3311 442 (13:3%) 124 (3:75%) 56 (1:69%)
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system. We then t these reweighted samples and derive new PDF
shapes. We t the 970 fb
 1
generi MC sample with these modied shapes
and take the dierene between this t and the nominal t as a systemati
unertainty. We see eets between 0:1% and 1:6%.
12.10 Bremsstrahlung and Final-State Radia-
tion
Previous studies of bremsstrahlung and nal-state radiation [49℄ have shown
a 2:1% systemati unertainty on semileptoni B deays due to these eets
(2:1% is the RMS of the variations listed). In our sample, approximately 11%
of both signal and normalization deays are generated with nal-state radia-
tion, with the dierene between signal and normalization taken as an estimate
of the orrelation. We estimate systemati errors by taking a 2:1% unertainty
on both the signal and normalization eÆienies, with estimated orrelations
around 90% to 95%, resulting in unertainties of 0:2% to 0:6%.
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12.11 Hadroni Daughter Branhing Frations
Beause of the relative measurement strategy, the unertainties on the








almost ompletely in the ratio. The residual ontribution from these uner-
tainties arises from the fat that the signal and normalization modes may have
slightly dierent eÆienies for the various hannels, leading to dierent abun-
danes of ertain modes between the signal and normalization. We estimate
the systemati error due to all of these branhing frations by propagating
eah one through to the relative eÆieny, taking into aount the orrelation




12.12 Tau Branhing Fration








is known to 0:2% [10℄. This uner-




13.1 Numerial Results and Fit Projetions
Table 13.1 summarizes the results of the t to data, for the ts with and
without the R-onstraint. For the R-onstrained t, the two branhing fra-
tions have a orrelation of  0:51, so that the sum of the two is (2:480:28)%.
A more detailed breakdown of the t yields in the unonstrained t is given
in Table 13.2, and for the onstrained t in Table 13.3.
Projetions of the unonstrained t are shown in Figures 13.1{13.8, while
projetions of the R-onstrained t are shown in Figures 13.9{13.16.
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projetion of the unonstrained t to data, showing the
normalization region in the signal hannels.
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projetion of the unonstrained t to data, showing a
wider range than Figure 13.1.
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projetion of the unonstrained t to data, showing the
signal region in more detail.
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Chapter 13. Unblinded Data
Table 13.1: Results of the branhing fration ts. The event yields listed
for both signal and normalization modes inlude both orretly reonstruted
events and rossfeed. The rst four rows show the t without the R-onstraint,
while the last two show the t with the onstraint imposed (results are quoted
for B
0
). The errors shown here are statistial only.








































101.4  19.1 2111.5  68.1 29.7  5.6 1.62  0.31
lepton momentum (GeV/c)



















































































































































projetion of the unonstrained t to data, showing the signal
hannels.
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Charge XF 1  0
Comb. BG 20  6
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tion of the un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tion of the unonstrained t to data, showing the signal
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projetion of the R-onstrained t to data, showing the
normalization region in the signal hannels.
13.2 Signiane of Signals
We alulate the signiane of the signals by performing ts in whih the
signal branhing frations are xed to zero. We alulate the dierene in log-
likelihood, (lnL), between the nominal t and the no-signal ase, and we
take the statistial signiane to be
p
2(lnL). We inlude the systemati





multiplying the signiane like this is equivalent to saling the log-likelihood
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projetion of the R-onstrained t to data, showing a
wider range than Figure 13.9.
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projetion of the R-onstrained t to data, showing the
signal region in more detail.
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projetion of the R-onstrained t to data, showing the
signal hannels.
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t to data, showing the
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Table 13.4: Signianes of the signals.









































urve. The signianes are presented in Table 13.4. We observe signiant












We have performed several heks of the omposition of the event sample
to ensure that our results are stable. We have divided the sample roughly in





), and running period (Runs 1{3 vs Run 4), and, in all three studies
we ompare the omposition between data and Monte Carlo. We perform








. These heks are summarized in Table 13.5, and we see
that, in all ases, the data abundanes are onsistent with the Monte Carlo.
The `
+
abundanes agree with the theoretial expetation of a 50=50 split,
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Table 13.5: Stability heks in the nal data sample. The rst set of numbers
orresponds to the fration of muons in the sample, the seond set to the
fration of positively-harged leptons, and the third to the fration of events
whih were reorded during Run 4. In all ases, the data abundanes agree with
the MC predition. The `
+
abundanes agree with the theoretial expetation
of a 50=50 split, and the Run 4 abundane is onsistent with the ratio of










30:7  2:3 31:9  1:0
`
+




49:3  2:5 48:9  1:0




46:8  2:5 48:5  1:2
and the Run 4 abundane is onsistent with the ratio of luminosities | Run
4 makes up 47:5% of the total reorded luminosity.
13.4 Goodness of Fit
We have estimated the goodness of t using an ensemble of toy MC exper-
iments. We generate 1000 data-equivalent samples, using the nominal PDFs
for the t to data and event yields based on the R-onstrained t to data. We
t eah of these samples both with and without the R onstraints and study
the distribution of   lnL in these ts.
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-ln(L)






Figure 13.17: Distribution of   lnL for the unonstrained t, used to esti-
mate goodness of t.
Figure 13.17 shows the distribution of   lnL for the ensemble of unon-
strained ts, while Figure 13.18 shows the distribution for the R-onstrained
ts. In both gures, the value of   lnL obtained in the t to data is indiated
with an arrow, and, in both ases, this value is found within the entral part
of the distribution, indiating a reasonably good t. In the unonstrained t,
11:7% of the toy experiments have a value of   lnL greater than the value
observed in data, indiating an aeptable goodness of t. The orresponding
probability for the R-onstrained t is 11:8%, also aeptably large.
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-ln(L)






Figure 13.18: Distribution of   lnL for the R-onstrained t, used to esti-



















= (31.4  17.0  4.9)%
R
0
= (34.6  7.3  3.4)%
R
+
= (48.9  16.5  6.9)%
R
+






R = (41.6  11.7  5.2)%
R

= (29.7  5.6  1.8)% ,
where the rst error is statistial and the seond is systemati. The signi-
anes of the signals are 1:8, 5:3, 3:3, and 2:7, respetively, for the indi-
vidual branhing ratios, and 3:6 and 6:2 for the ombined measurement.
From these branhing ratios and the known branhing frations of the
normalization modes, we obtain the absolute branhing frations
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) = (1.11  0.51  0.04  0.04)% ,












) = (1.62  0.31  0.10  0.05)% ,
where the third error is due to unertainties on the normalization mode. The








, whih is important due

















represent the rst observation and rst








is onsistent with a preliminary result from the Belle Collaboration [50℄.
The branhing ratios R and R

are about 1 higher than preditions based
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Denitions of Standard Lists
A.1 Raw Lists
The two most basi lists of reonstruted objets are ChargedTraks, whih
onsists of all andidates found in the traking subsystems, and CalorClus-
terNeutral, whih onsists of all lusters in the EMC not mathed to a Charged-
Traks objet. Candidates from these two lists are used throughout the anal-
ysis.
A third raw list, CalorNeutral, onsists of single-bump CalorClusterNeu-
tral andidates. This list will be used for all subsequent photon lists; the




Appendix A. De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A.2 Rened Trak Lists
The GoodTraksLoose list (GTL) is a subset of ChargedTraks whih is used
for reonstruting the signal-side ` andidate. The denition of GTL is based
on the following riteria:
 The point of losest approah to the beam spot (POCA) must lie within
1:5 m of the enter of the beam spot, measured in the x{y plane.
 The POCA must lie within 10 m of the enter of the beam spot, mea-
sured along the z-axis.
 The trak must have a momentum less than 10GeV= in the lab frame.
 The trak must have a transverse momentum greater than 100MeV= in
the lab frame.
 The trak must have at least 12 DCH hits.
A.3 Rened Neutral Lists
The GoodPhotonLoose list is a subset of CalorNeutral whih is used in the
Bremsstrahlung reovery algorithm. The  andidates in this list must satisfy
the following riteria:
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For eletron identiation, we use the PidLHEletrons seletor, both during
the Vb reskim and the nal analysis. This seletor runs over the Charged-
Traks list and requires e andidates to satisfy:
 p > 300MeV=.




 500 < dE=dx < 1000 as measured in the DCH.
  10 < Z
42
< 10.









 The frational likelihood L
fra
> 0:95.
The frational likelihood is dened as
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p [GeV/c]
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Selector : PidLHElectronSelector Dataset : run4-r14b Tables created on 22/1/2005 (Data) , 17/1/2005 (MC)
Figure A.1: EÆieny of the PidLHEletrons seletor as a funtion of ele-


























terms are the expeted abundanes of eletrons, pions, kaons,
and protons, and the L
i
terms are the likelihood for this trak to math the
i
th




Figure A.1 shows the eÆieny of the PidLHEletrons seletor as a funtion
of eletron momentum and polar angle.
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A.5 Muon ID
A.5.1 muMiroTight
The primary muon list used in this analysis is muMiroTight whih is a
subset of the ChargedTraks list. Muon andidates are divided into ve bins
of polar angle in the lab frame in order to apture the geometri variation in
IFR performane; these bins will be labeled, in order of inreasing polar angle,
forward, mid-forward, barrel, mid-bakward, and bakward.
Eah  andidate is required to pass several uts, the values of whih are,
in general, dierent in eah of the ve  bins. For the muMiroTight seletor,
only one of these uts atually diers aross the polar-angle bins. The atual
uts used are:
 50 < E
EMC




 The dierene between the measured and expeted interation lengths
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/degree-of-freedom of the math between the trak and the IFR
luster must be less than 5.
 The 
2
/degree-of-freedom of the IFR luster position must be less than
3.
 The average number of IFR strip hits per layer must be less than 8.
 The IFR ontinuity is dened as the fration of IFR layers between the
rst and last layers hit, inlusive, whih show a hit on this trak. The
IFR ontinuity must be greater than 0.3 for the forward and mid-forward
bins; no ut on ontinuity is applied in the other three bins.
 The  andidate must also fail the riteria for the kaon seletor KMi-
roTight. This seletor identies kaons with uts using dE=dx in the SVT
and DCH and 

; the algorithm is similar to the kaon likelihood seletors
desribed below, but the likelihood uts are optimized dierently.
Figure A.2 shows the eÆieny of the muMiroTight seletor as a funtion
of eletron momentum and polar angle.
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p [GeV/c]




















0.8  < 155.00θ ≤Backward , 115.00 
+µ
-µ
Selector : TightMuonMicroSelection Dataset : run4-r14b Tables created on 22/1/2005 (Data) , 17/1/2005 (MC)
Figure A.2: EÆieny of the muMiroTight seletor as a funtion of eletron
momentum and polar angle.
A.5.2 Neural Net Muon ID
Two additional muon seletors were used in the Vb reskim and were on-
sidered for use in the analysis: muNNTight and muNNTightFakeRate.
These seletors use the same variables as the seletor desribed above but,
rather than utting on the variables to selet andidates, the variables are
fed into a neural network and the output of the network is used to make the
deision. Two ongurations of the neural net were used, having dierent
optimizations for signal and bakground eÆieny: muNNTight is designed
to be 70% eÆient for typial muons in BABAR, while muNNTightFakeRate is
designed to have a pion fake rate less than 2% for typial pions. The neural
net-based muon seletors are desribed in [39℄.
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A.6 Kaon ID
We use two seletors for kaon identiation: KLHVeryLoose during the
Vb reskim and KLHTight during the nal analysis. As with muons, we use a
loose ut during the reskim phase to remain exible with our hoie of seletors
as long as possible. Both seletors run over ChargedTraks.
A likelihood is onstruted for eah trak in three partile hypotheses: pion,
kaon, and proton. The likelihood uses dE=dx from both the SVT and DCH
and the Cherenkov angle 





















Kaon andidates are required to satisfy:
 L
K-vs-
> 0:5 for the VeryLoose seletion and 0.9 for the Tight seletion.
 L
K-vs-p
> 0:018 for the VeryLoose seletion and 0.2 for the Tight sele-
tion.
 Kaon andidates with a momentum p > 400MeV= must also fail the
PidLHEletrons seletor.
Figure A.3 shows the eÆieny of the KLHTight seletor as a funtion of
eletron momentum and polar angle.
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p [GeV/c]























1  < 146.10θ ≤DRC-BWD , 95.00 
+K
-K
Selector : TightLHKaonMicroSelection Dataset : run4-r14b Tables created on 22/1/2005 (Data) , 17/1/2005 (MC)
Figure A.3: EÆieny of the KLHTight seletor as a funtion of eletron








andidates on the signal-side are reonstruted using the KsDefault list.







andidates, with both pions oming from the
ChargedTraks list, whih satisfy the following requirements:








andidate is vertexed using GeoKin, and a ut is applied to the





. Note that this ut is further
rened in the analysis; see Se. 6.7.2.
 The ight length of the K
0
S
andidate (measured from the nominal beam
spot loation) must satisfy 0 < f < 999 m.
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We use two lists of 
0
andidates, Pi0AllDefault and pi0VeryLoose, as
desribed in Se. 6.7.1.
A.8.1 pi0VeryLoose
The simpler of the two 
0
lists is pi0VeryLoose, whih onsists of 
0
! 
andidates, where both  andidates are taken from the GoodPhotonLoose
list. The two  andidates are ombined using 4-vetor addition, and any 
0






The Pi0AllDefault list is formed as the union of two separate lists, Pi0AllLoose
and MergedPi0Loose. The rst list, Pi0AllLoose, onsists of 
0
!  andi-
dates, where both  andidates are taken from the GoodPhotonLoose list. The

0
andidates must satisfy the following requirements:
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 The 
0
andidate is kinematially tted using GeoKin with a mass on-
straint and assuming the primary vertex as the prodution point.
The MergedPi0Loose list is doumented in [40℄ and onsists of CalorClus-




 The andidate luster must have onsisteny with the 
0
hypothesis
greater than 0:01. The onsisteny is dened using four quantities:
E
luster
, the seond moment of the luster, the position of the luster






We show here the seletion riteria applied to D
()
andidates. In eah D
mode, we t the invariant mass distribution from signal Monte Carlo to the
sum of two Gaussian omponents. The mass window for all modes is then set
to 4 about the tted mean, where  here is the width of the ore Gaussian.
Not every mode reonstruted during the reskim is used in every signal
hannel. A mode is only used if the ratio of the Gaussian peak height to the
bakground level (as measured in generi Monte Carlo) is greater than one.
In Setion B.3, we show the invariant mass distributions from signal Monte








The seletion for D
0
andidates is given in Table B.1; the seletion for D
+
andidates is given in Table B.2. In both modes, we selet andidates based
on the invariant mass of the D andidate. Note that we have no signal Monte








mode; the mass resolution in this mode is nearly













The seletion for D
0
andidates is given in Table B.3; the seletion for
D
+
andidates is given in Table B.4. In both modes, we selet andidates
based on the invariant mass of the D andidate and the mass dierene Æm
between he D

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1.814 { 1.912 D
0
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pi K→ 0D  / ndf 2χ   2234 / 95
norm     
 0.0±  2468 
mean     
 0.000± 1.865 
    1f  0.7±     1 
 1σ  0.000026± 0.006491 
 2σ  0.00±  0.01 






















0pipi K→ 0D  / ndf 2χ   5716 / 95
norm     
 0.1±  2266 
mean     
 0.000± 1.862 
    1f  0.7±     1 
 1σ  0.00005± 0.01397 
 2σ  0.00±  0.01 








andidates from signal Monte
Carlo.







pi K3→ 0D  / ndf 2χ  2.305e+04 / 95
norm     
 52± 1.172e+04 
mean     
 0.000± 1.865 
    1f  0.003± 0.632 
 1σ  0.000± 0.003 
 2σ  0.00±  0.01 



























 / ndf 2χ    483 / 95
norm     
 15.9±  1411 
mean     
 0.000± 1.865 
    1f  0.002± 0.958 
 1σ  0.000059± 0.006006 
 2σ  0.00088± 0.03104 









andidates from signal Monte
Carlo.









 / ndf 2χ  539.9 / 95
norm     
 9.7± 532.3 
mean     
 0.000± 1.863 
    1f  0.0044± 0.9257 
 1σ  0.000174± 0.009616 
 2σ  0.00178± 0.04674 


























pipi K→ +D  / ndf 2χ   2996 / 95
norm     
 54± 1.453e+04 
mean     
 0.000± 1.869 
    1f  0.0006± 0.9576 
 1σ  0.000017± 0.005292 
 2σ  0.0003± 0.0335 








andidates from signal Monte
Carlo.








0pipipi K→ +D  / ndf 2χ   1616 / 95
norm     
 22.2±  3143 
mean     
 0.000± 1.867 
    1f  0.001± 0.919 
 1σ  0.000065± 0.009952 
 2σ  0.00±  0.05 



























 / ndf 2χ  396.7 / 92
norm     
 13.0± 800.9 
mean     
 0.000± 1.871 
    1f  0.0105± 0.7766 
 1σ  0.000107± 0.004907 
 2σ  0.00±  0.01 







andidates from signal Monte
Carlo.











 / ndf 2χ  649.2 / 95
norm     
 11.7± 734.7 
mean     
 0.000± 1.869 
    1f  0.0061± 0.9281 
 1σ  0.000162± 0.009403 
 2σ  0.00117± 0.03203 
























 / ndf 2χ  446.5 / 95
norm     
 15.0±  1154 
mean     
 0.00±  1.87 
    1f  0.0024± 0.9285 
 1σ  0.000072± 0.005806 
 2σ  0.0010± 0.0377 





















0pi0 D→ *0D  / ndf 2χ  838.8 / 69
norm     
 37.4±  3456 
mean     
 0.0000± 0.1422 
    1f  0.0089± 0.8068 
 1σ  0.0000148± 0.0008598 
 2σ  0.000035± 0.002266 
Figure B.11: D




















γ0 D→ *0D  / ndf 2χ   1134 / 83
norm     
 1.3± 584.2 
mean     
 0.0000± 0.1417 
    1f  2.165e-01± 9.681e-10 
 1σ  0.0006247± 0.0003005 
 2σ  0.000± 0.005 
Figure B.12: D





 andidates from signal
Monte Carlo.









pi0 D→ *+D  / ndf 2χ   3580 / 59
norm     
 57.8±  7606 
mean     
 0.0000± 0.1455 
    1f  0.0049± 0.8102 
 1σ  0.0000088± 0.0007702 
 2σ  0.000026± 0.002433 
Figure B.13: D




















0pi+ D→ *+D  / ndf 2χ   1067 / 62
norm     
 50.6±  5770 
mean     
 0.0000± 0.1407 
    1f  0.0102± 0.7772 
 1σ  0.0000121± 0.0007682 
 2σ  0.000027± 0.001846 
Figure B.14: D











Good Trak and Neutral
Seletion
For the denitions of good traks and neutrals, we losely follow the pro-
edure outlined in [41℄. We have hanged the sizes of the veto windows for
loopers and ghost traks (see below) to better separate real traks and fakes,
but we have not hanged the spirit of the original uts. The only proedural
hange we have introdued is in the set of traks used for splito rejetion in
the denition of the good photon list.
C.1 Trak Seletion
A good trak, as it is dened for this analysis, is a andidate from the
ChargedTraks list whih satises all of the following riteria:












 jDOCAj < 1:5 m
 jz
0
j < 5 m
 p
t;lab
< 0:2 GeV= for SVT-only traks
 trak is not a looper (see below)
 trak is not a ghost (see below)
C.1.1 Looped Traks
Charged partiles with p
t;lab
. 360 MeV= an loop within the traking
systems of BABAR; the traking algorithms, however, usually reonstrut a
looped trak as a number of smaller segments, eah one desribing one half-turn
of the helix. Beause eah turn is eah reonstruted as a separate andidate,
are must be taken to remove all but one version of the reonstruted trak
from the list of good traks.
When multiple turns of a loop are reonstruted, the traking software
produes multiple trak andidates with the same (within resolution) p and
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lab
; half of the turns will be reonstruted as positively-harged traks with a
polar oordinate 
0
, and half as negatively-harged traks at 
0
 . Beause
of this, we will ategorize pairs of looper andidates as either \same-harge"
or \opposite-harge," and treat them separately.
We identify looped-trak sets by looking for pairs of trak andidates sat-

















j < 0:12 GeV=
 j
lab

















j < 0:1 for same-harge pairs






j < 0:1 for opposite-harge pairs.
While 360 MeV= represents the theoretial maximum p
t;lab
for a trak to loop
within the radius of the DCH, the rst two uts here represent the pratial
limits of nding a seond loop.
Figures C.1 and C.2 show distributions of  vs.  for looper andidates,
in both SP5 MC and Run 1{3 data. Exellent agreement an be seen between
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the two samples; SP6 MC and Run 4 data (not pitured) show the same
behavior.
When a set of loopers is found, only the single turn with the smallest jz
0
j,




ollision, is kept in the
good traks list.
C.1.2 Ghost Traks
Like loopers, ghost traks are multiple reonstrution andidates whih
originate from a single physial partile. In the ase of ghost traks, the
traking algorithms simply split the DCH hits assoiated with the partile
into two separate traks, eah more-or-less following the orret trajetory.




















(trak 1 is taken to have the greater number of hits)
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φ∆













Loop tracks, same charge - SP5
φ∆













Loop tracks, same charge - Run 1-3
Figure C.1:  vs.  for same-harge loopers. The red (blue) box indiates
the ut used in this analysis (BAD 633).
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φ∆













Loop tracks, opposite charge - SP5
φ∆













Loop tracks, opposite charge - Run 1-3
Figure C.2:  vs.  for opposite-harge loopers. The red (blue) box
indiates the ut used in this analysis (BAD 633). (N.B.  has been shifted
by  to enter the exess at zero)
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Figure C.3 shows the distribution of  vs.  for ghost andidates, in
both SP5 MC and Run 1{3 data. Exellent agreement an be seen between the
two samples; SP6 MC and Run 4 data (not pitured) show the same behavior.
When a pair of ghost traks is found, trak 1, the one with more DCH hits
is kept in the good traks list.
C.2 Neutral Seletion








 LAT < 0:6
 0:32 < 
lus
< 2:44
 not identied as an unmathed trak (see below)
C.2.1 Unmathed Trak Rejetion
Frequently, a shower (eletromagneti or hadroni) in the EMC is not or-
retly assoiated with the harged trak that aused it, whih makes the shower
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φ∆











Ghost tracks - SP5
φ∆











Ghost tracks - Run 1-3
Figure C.3:  vs.  for ghost traks. The red (blue) box indiates the
ut used in this analysis (BAD 633).
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appear to be a photon from the interation region. In order to rejet these
\photons" from our good photon list, we try to identify these failures of the
trak-mathing algorithm.
For every photon andidate in the event, we identify the nearest harged
trak (ChargedTraks, not restriting ourselves to our rened good traks list)
by alulating the expeted intersetion between the trak and the EMC fae.
If the nearest trak satises:















 The trak is not already mathed to an EMC luster
then the photon andidate is onsidered to be an unmathed luster and is
not inluded in the good photon list.
The seond requirement above, that the trak not already be mathed,
is the only signiant dierene between this analysis and that of [41℄; the
motivation for this an be seen in Figure C.4, whih shows a omparison of this
algorithm to that in [41℄. The default algorithm selets many photons within
this veto region simply by virtue of ombinatoris | beause the algorithm
hooses the losest trak and then uts on how lose it is, this sample is
artiially biased towards the veto region (partiularly for high-multipliity
events suh as we are working with).
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states, we rely on eÆient photon identiation, and we have found that
the default algorithm rejets too many real transition photons.
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φ∆











"Splitoffs" - SP5, default selection
φ∆











"Splitoffs" - SP5, modified selection
Figure C.4:  vs.  for unmathed traks. The red ellipse shows the
3-dimensional  ut projeted onto the 2-dimensional EMC fae.
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